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Chapt.r 1
introduction

This report is a comparison of four programming languages in the light of
modern ideas of good software engineering practice. We Include three existing
languages (Fortran, Cobol, Jovial) and the proposed DoD standard for
programming embedded computer systems. ’

At least some of the acrimony that surrounds the discussion of the relative
merits of various programming languages arises from a failure to draw a proper
distinction between comparison and evaluation, in a comparison, the analysis
is directed at distinctions and similarities of the languages, and possibly at the
relative merits of particular features under certain circumstances. An
evaluation, on the other hand, is aimed at making a judgement, hopefully in
terms of a set of clearly-defined objectives. We wish to emphasize that our
primary goal in this report is a comparison of languages. Our comparison
focusses on those dimensIons that bear on modern notions of program structure
and good software engineering practice.

In preparing this report we first addressed the prQblem of language
comparison Itself. After an examination of existing language comparisons, we
felt that a new approach was needed. Thus, to replace the customary
exhaustive feature-by-feature comparative evaluation, we have devised a
“language core” technique; this technique is described In detail below. We
believe It to be a substantive improvement In language-comparison
methodology.

One of the reasons for evaluating programming languages is to help select
one for use in a particular project or organization. ThIs selection process often
engenders bitter debate , as typically there are no clear goals or unified
interests. The results frequently depend on the prior language experience of
the evaluators rather than on any objective criteria.

1 This language is variously called 000-1, “S$jawman , Woodenman’, 9inman , and ~lronman’.

~iL - 
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We believe, however, that objectivity in the comparison process Is possible ,
and we have based this report on that assumption: Rational and objective
comparisons can be made. An evaluation combines comparison with Judgments
about particular objectives and methods; it must be accomplished with clear
goals and proper information. This report can provide the language-dependent
part of the information needed to make a rational evaluation in a given context.

1.1. Comparison Methodology

There have been a substantial number of “evaluations” of various
programming languages (c.f. Goodenough 76, Hlgman 77, NIcholls 75]. Generally
these comparisons or evaluations have been based on a detailed analysis of
the features available in each of the languages under study. Because our goal
is more specific , namely comparison only with respect to the use of the
language in conjunction with modern notions of software engineering, we have
chosen a different approach.

Our approach Is based on three closely-related premises about programming
languages:

1. The designers of each language had a strong image of how programs
are, or ought to be, written -- and that they designed the language
accordingly.

2. The designers ’ Image is strongly and consistently reflected
throughout the language. Moreover, once a language is defined, it

tends to acquire an independent identity. Extensions and revisions
tend to continue in the origInal style, thus remaining true to the —

original image of program construction.

3. This reflected image Is a major factor in determining how the
language will actually be used. That is, we believe that the language
designer’s philosophy of program construction dominates the
language so strongly that It dictates (at least to a first
approximation) a “mind set” which , in turn, strongly impacts how

~~..1~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ . ~ _ . - . ~~~~~~~~~~ -— 
-- 
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programs will be structured.2

If our goal is the comparison of languages with respect to the way they
support software engineering, a consequence of these premises Is that we
should compare the central images of the languages and the programming
paradigms embodied by those designs. We propose to do Just that, albeit in a
somewhat indirect manner. Our comparison methodology has two steps:

1. Capturing the designer’s image with a definition of the central core
of each language.

2. Comparing these core languages.

The remainder of this section elaborates these two steps and the rationale for
this approach.

1.1.1 Language Cores

As stated above, we believe that the language designers’ image of the
programming paradigm is a major factor In determining the structure of programs
written in the language. it would be ideal to compare these images directly and
possibly to discuss the extent to which each language really does support its
Image. In most cases, of course, we have little or no direct evidence of the
designers’ intent, in fact , we do not believe that this image was necessarily
explicit. The notion of a “core language” Is our attempt to express what we
Infer to have been their Intent.

Since we believe that the designers’ Image of the programming paradigm is
strongly and consistently reflected throughout the language -- both in the
choice of features and In the way the features are composed Into programs --
it is generally not necessary to examine the entire language In order to see
this Image. In other words, it is possible to Isolate a subset of the language
that captures the Image; we call such a subset a core of the language.

2 A pr ogrammer who learns on. progranining language or who predom inantly uses one language may
menially program in that language id transliterate into another Which he uses less frequently. 4n such cases
his use of th. second language wilt not conform to the argisnent abov•~ however, we are primarily
concerned with the primary inVact of language and not with secondary ettects. 

~~~~~~ -
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Thus our language comparisons begin with the definition of each of the
language cores. We shall compare (only) these cores since they were
designed to capture the attr”~aes  we wish to compare.

In general, a core of a language will not be unique; for example, It may be
possible to select any of several features to capture some single aspect of
the image. Since small cores are easier to compare than large ones, a core will
usually omit much of a language and, in principle, need not be complete.3
Moreover, the selection of which aspects to include or exclude from the core
of a particular language will be solely a property of that language; one is not
entitled to expect corresponding features, even when they exist, to appear In
the cores of two languages being compared. Such features may contribute to
the unique flavor of a language in one case but not another.

1.1.2 Comparison of Languages

Although we realize that focussing the comparison on the cores of the
languages in question has some obvious shortcomings for certain purposes, we
also believe it has significant advantages over attempts at more
comprehensive comparisons. These advantages are all, in one form or another,
assertions that it is possible to do a more complete, Intellectually tractable , and
scientifically honest comparison of a small number of things than a large
number. More precisely:

1. We assert that the design philosophy of a language pervades all
procjrams written in that language. Indeed, we believe that this has
a far more important impact on program construction than ‘the
presence or absence of specific features. Since, by design, the
core language captures the language design philosophy, comparison
of the cores captures the first-order effects in program composition.

2. We believe that comparison of (only) the cores avoids a whole raft of
silly, finger-pointing arguments -- those arguments of the flavor “ ...in
MY language there is an X construct” ... “Well , In MY language there

That is, it is not nocossary for the core to bo capable of expressing an arbitrary con~xitation.

_________________________ __________________
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Isn’t an explicit X, but you can do with a V...”. Such discussions may
be Interesting to some language desIgners, but they shed little light
on the real merits of either language. To avoid such silly discussions,

a. We should accept the premise that all languages are
computatlonally complete; that is, all are adequate for
descrIbing all computations. One language will undoubtedly
be more convenient than another for particular isolated
examples; but the reverse will usually be true for other
examples. Thus these isolated cases serve little purpose.

b. We should recognize that all languages tend to accrete
features to compensate for theIr most glaring initial
deficiencies. Genuinely important facilities will migrate into
all languages in some form. The way in which these
facilities are included, however, is Important: in nearly all
cases they enter the language in a style consistent with
the original design philosophy.

c. We should recognize that the simple presence of features —

Is not a good indication of the worth of a language. A large
collection of ad hoc features, patched together without
thought to uniformity or elegance, will not produce a usable
language.

The core language approach responds directly to each of these
points.

3. The core language is probably “solid” with respect to its semantics.
Even though all the languages in question have strong portability
goals, from practIcal experience we know that the less-exercised
features of a language are likely to be implemented Incompatibly. By
staying within the center of the language we avoid disagreements
about the semantics of strange cases.

4. Moat importantly, we believe that the “core language” approach is
intellectually manageable. Any “more complete” treatment would, of
necessity, Involve a lengthy enumeratIon of comparisons, It would 

~~.- ~~~~~~~~~~~~ —~~~- - — - — -  L:~~•T~~.
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then to be difficult to determine (a) what the most important
comparisons are and (b) whether crucial comparisons are missing.

1.2. Dimensions of Comparison

Having established the value of comparison over evaluation, and having
outlirteci the ideas behind our comparison strategy, we now describe the actual
comparisons to be used.

One of the most important but least tangible facto’s in the programming
process is the “mental set” of the programmer: his view of the strengths,
weaknesses, peculiarities , and proper use of the programming tools that he
uses. Many factors are involved In the evolution of a particular programmer ’s
mental image of the programming process; we shall try to isolate the ones that
are affected by language.

When a programmer learns a language and continues to use it, his mind set is
largely determined by that language. When a programmer learns to program in
one language and then switches to another , his mind set is a juxtaposition of
the two, and to a certain extent he will be programming mentally in one
language and translating into the other as the code Is written down. For our
purposes , then, the mental language is much more important than the actual
language.

We shall compare the effects that language-induced mind sets have on
programming “in the small” , that Is, on the use of ind ividual statements ,
statement-groups , loops, procedures , or even programs. For example , we

compare how the language syntax and lexical structure shape the code that is
written. We examine how the data abstractions that are built into the language
affect the programmer ’s choice of representation and how the control
structures provided by the language impact the grouping and local flow of the
finished program.

We shall then compare the effects that languages have on programming “in
the large ”, that is, the composition of individual programs and program segments
into whole systems. Thus, we examine the ways a language can affect our 

- - -~~~~~~~~~~ -~~~~~ - - -- - - .~~~~_— --_
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ternis of their specification and scope of effects , their use in
practice, the provability of program correctness , and their suitability
to programmers ’ needs;

to enumerate language features conducive and detrimental to good
program structure , and to identify small variations that may have
significant impact.

As the study proceeded, it became apparent that overall program
organization and the way lan guage feat ures are used have a much greater
im pact on the quality of a program than does the selection or nonselection of
Individual features. We therefore adopted the “language-core” methodology

described above. Evaluations of language features appear throughout the
report , but we have made no attempt to construct exhaustive lists, Indeed, we
believe that such lists would detract from the major results of the study.

IL - - _ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -~~~~~~~~ -.—. -— ~~~—~~~ _—— _ - - - - -. — - 
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Chapter 2
Definitions of Core L nguag.s

In this chapter we define the “cores” of the four languages under
Investigation. A sectIon Is devoted to each; except for lronman, the definitions
of the cores are structured similarly. The common organization Is:

Philosophy
Core Properties

Lexical and Syntactic Issues
Data and Data-Structure Issues
Control Structure Issues
Other Issues

Definition of a Core
Syntactic Definition
Semantic Comments
Example Program

The section on “Philosophy” examines some of the contextual Information
surrounding the language definition. In many cases the essential flavor of a
language derives from such Information as the nature of the problem domain,
the state of compiler technology at the time of the language definition, the
typical mode of computer usage, and so on. This section attempts to capture
those aspects of the context which strongly affected the language.

The section on “Core Properties ” isolates those properties which every core
of the language should contain. These are the features and policies that give
the language Its Identity. The description of these properties is Intentionally
terse and hence depends to some extent upon the general knowledge of the
reader.

The final section, “Definition of a Core”, defines one possible core which
reflects the properties outlined In the previous section. This core is defined
syntactically, semantically, and by example. The syntactic defInItion uses an
extended BNF notation (see below). The semantic definition Is In prose; It is

_  _  J
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not intended to be complete, but rather to emphasize those aspects of the
semantics which are most rele.vant to the subsequent comparison sections.
The example program is an implementation of the same simple algorithm in each

— of the core languages. The I rimary purpose of the example is to illustrate that
the cores do indeed capture the essence of the language. A specification of
the example is given later In this section.

The syntactic definition of the cores is conventional BNF with the followIng
additions and conventions:

1. Key-words (reserved words) are denoted by upper-case Roman
letters.

2. MetasymboL are denoted by lower-case italic letters and may
contain a hyphen, “-“, to separate semantically significant words.

3. Where the intent ‘of a meta-variable is obvious from its name, e.g.,
Identifier or Identifier—list , its definition is omitted.

4. The symbols ( and ) are meta-brackets and are simply used to group
constructs in the meta-notation.

5. Three superscript characters , possibly In combination with a
subscript character, are used to denote the repetition of a construct
(or group of constructs enclosed in {)) . in particular:

“ n” denotes “zero or more repetitions of”
“ +“ denotes “one or more repetitions of”
“#“ denotes “precisely zero or one instances of” .

Since it is often convenient to denote lists of things separated by
some punctuation mark, we denote this by placing the punctuation
mark directly below the repetition character. Thus,

_ _ _ _  _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _  - -
- 

~~~~ - -~~~~~~ -~~- ~~~~~ -.- - - — - -~~~- -~~~~-—~~~~ 
_
~~~
j
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vvv :: a.(b I c}
defines a wv to be an a followed by either a 6 or
a c.

*xxx ::— a
defânes an xxx to be a sequence of zero or more
a’s.

yyy ::— a b~ defines a yyy to be an a. followed by zero or more

+ 
b’s separated by commas.

zzz :: {ajb);
defines a zzz to be a sequence of one or more
things separated by semicolons -- where the
“things” may be either a’s or b’s.

The problem chosen for the examples is based on (IBM 61a], pp. 79ff. The
task Is to take a number of input records which give an age and a salary, and
for each 5-year age group to compute the average salary for the sample data.
The algorithm is compactly represented In the following informal program:

people(~jj  groups) ‘-0;
earnings C~j ,j groups] ’-B;
i~r. each input—record ~Q

beam
add 1 to peopleigroup] ;
add sa lary to earnings(group) ;

j Q~. 
each group ~~begin
jj anyone in group

then average (group) ~- earnings (group) /people(group)
e lse average (group) ~- 0;

This program was chosen because it appeared to be suitable for all three of
the existing languages undertaken in this comparison. Note, however, that the
intent is that each of the programs be an exemplary use, not a typical use of
each language; the languages were designed for different application domains
and one cannot expect a single task to be typical for all of them. Also, since
I/O is not a part of standard Jovial and had been excluded from the Fortran

Iii. 
— -  

—- _ _ _  -
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core, those two impiemen~ations were coded as subroutines which received
their data from a main program. A complete Cobol program Is presented,
however. In Cobol the secondary-storage philosophy Is very strong and
independent subprograms are not possible; we felt that the example should
reflect these properties.

2.1. Fortran Core

Fortran was one of the earliest “higher~’level” languages for expressing
numeric computations, it was developed in the mid 1950’s, primarily for IBM
equipment , and has been revised and extended numerous times. It is
undoubtedly the most widely used programming language for scientific and
numeric computing.

2.1.1 Fortran Core Philosophy

The fundamental style of Fortran was (and is) derived from the the
requIrements of numeric, scientific computing; thus It is dominated by those
facilities needed for the manipulatIon of scalar values and homogeneous,
rectangular, N-dimensional arrays of scalars. Thus, for example, the language
has a natural notation for the evaluation of algebraic formulae, but not for
manipulating symbolic data such as strings. Similarly, the iteration construct
(DO) provides sequencing over the integers, reflecting the needi to raverse
arrays whose indices are integers.

The fact that Fortran was one of the earliest algebraic languages (early
memos date from 1954) is apparent in several aspects of the language. These
espects still substantially impact the form of programs written In the language.
For example ,

1. The syntax of the language is “fiat”. Except in arithmetic
expressions , nesting of syntactic constructs is generally not allowed.
The most notable example of this is the statement , which Is
conceptually (if not always physically) a single line of text.
Statements may be independently grouped only by using the sub-
program facility (SUBROUTINEs and FUNCTIONs).

_____ -- --- -‘~~~ - - -~~~~~~~--- -— - -~~~~~~~~~~ - - ________  _________
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2. The scope rules influence how programs, particularly large programs,
are constructed. Variable names are generally local to a subroutine.
The names of subroutines, on the other hand, are global to the set of
modules which is linked together. Data from one subprogram ~s made
available to another either by explicit parameter passing or by
Importing lists of global variables (COMMON).

3. Akhough Fortran is generally considered “machine independent”, and
it has certainly been implemented on a large number of dissimilar
machines, there is a strong von-Neumann machine model evident In
the language design. Some aspects of this model which impact
program constructIon include:

a. The mapping from an N-dimensional subscripted array to an
address In a linear-contiguous address space Is explicit in
the language definition and is tailored for machInes with
common index-register properties.

b. Allocation of storage for variables Is static (i.e., determined
at compile time).

c. The primitive data types are precisely those supported by
typical hardware. The selection of these types was aimed
at granting the programmer convenient access to the
hardware operatIons rather than at checking the
consistency of a programmer ’s use of a particular varIable.

Input/output has a distinctive philosophy, which is characterIzed by Its
record-orientation, by the existence of only a few primitive operations (READ,
WRITE , REWIND , etc.), and by a fixed number of primitive mappings (as used In
the FORMAT statements). However, the language retains its essential flavor if
input/output is Ignored, so we shall not include it in the core.

2.1.2 Fortran Core Language Criteria

2.1.2.1 Lexical and Syntactic issues

Spaces within a statement are not signifIcant; they are neither necessary

-~~~—~~~ - - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - - - - -  ~~~~~_n —--— - — - -
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(they are not used as separators, so compressions such as “DOlOI l ,N” are
legal) nor prohibited (spaces may appear within an identifier , for example).

The initial orientation to punched cards has resulted in restrictions on which
“columns” of the input line may contain the text of a statement.

If a variable has not been explicitly declared, it is implicitly declared when it
is used in a statement. The type of an implicitly declared variable is
determined by the initial letter of its name.

The statement organization is “flat” . There is no syntactic nesting of
statements and statements are identified solely by their statement label. By
cultural convention, programmers do not indent Fortran programs. Although
nothing Prevents their doing so, Fortran programmers do not use indentation to
provide visual cues. As a result , Fortran programs are vertically “fiat”.

2,1.2.2 Data Issues

The l asic data types are scalar numeric values. The set of types is

determined first by the Fortran standard [Fortran 66, Fortran 76] and then by a

particular implementor (who may choose to implement only a subset of the
types or to provide types which are nonstandard extensions). The set of
types in any implementation is not extensible by the programmer.

Fortran allows the user to define aggregates of types. These aggregates
are limited in form to rectangular arrays of scalar values, all elements of which
must be of the same type (homogeneous).

All operations, except for parameter passing, are defined only for scaler

operands, either simple variables or elements of arrays.

The enforcement of the concept of “type” is weak. There is no type-
checking or conversion of values during subroutine calls , nor can there be.
Within a module , facilities which are part of the language allow a user to
specify several names (aliases) for a single storage location, and the type of
the value in that location can be interpreted in several ways, depending upon
the type of the alias used to access it.
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The physical representation of data In an array (La., the mapping between
subscript values and storage unite) is explicItly visible to programmer and
specified exactly by the standard ([Fortran 66] section 7.2.1.1.1, (Fortran 76]
section 5.4.3).

The rules governing the set of variables which can be accessed at a given
point In a program, i.e., the rules on scope and parameter-passing, are strongly
characteristic of Fortran:

- Variable names are completely local to a program unit.

- Subprogram name and COMMON labels are global to all program units.

- Parameters provide for dynamic association of local names and
external storage segments.

- COMMON provides for a static mapping between to’~aI names and
external storage segments.

- The type !nterpretatlon of a mapped storage segment Is determined
by the type of the local name mapped to it.

Fortran was defined before any form of dynamic storage allocation was
common, even the relatively inexpensIve stack-oriented allocatIon found In

almost all newer languages. This leads to some characteristic properties of
Fortran:

- The physical representation of data is tied to its abstract
representation.

- Storage requirements are fixed at coding time.

2.1.2.3 Control issues

The basic control constructs are few in number: there Is a simple IF, an

integer-counting loop (the DO), and a GOTO. Although there are additional
facilities In the form of assigned and computed GOTO’s, these have much less
impact on the form of For ran programs than the more common constructs; they 

.- .-~~~ - -~~ - - - - -~~ - -
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are therefore excluded from the core. Typically Fortran programmers
synthesize their more sophisticated control from the three primitives.

Subprograms in Fortran may not be recursive. Parameters are either explicit
or communicated through global (COMMON) storage. Separate compilation of
Fortran subprograms has always been a standard feature and is heavily used;
selective sharing of some global variables is supported via named COMMON.

2.1.3 A Fortran Core Language

2.1.3.1 Syntax

dectarat~on ::—
SUBROUTINE name { ( variable ~ ) }

~~~

I COMMON f /name/ } const-entity, 
+I EQUIVALENC E { ( conat-ent~ty, const-entity, ) )‘

I type const-entity,

statement ::~
entit y — expressio n

I GOTO statement-LabeL
I IF ( boolean-expre ssion ) statement
I DO statement-Label name — int-const-var , m t-coast-var

{ , ~nt-coost-var ) *
I CALL name { ( expression ~~) )~

int-const-var integer-variable I integer-constant
type :: DiMENSiON REAL iNTEGER I LOG~CAL
coast—entity ::— f ta me name ( integer , +entity ::— name name ( integer-expression, )

— - - -~ ----~~-- -~~~~ - - —‘- .  — —- ‘ - - -~.
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Note that our syntactic definition ignores the statement /line orientation of
Fortran as well as the placement of numeric statement-labels in colu~ s 1 -6,
the continuation symbol convention, and the comment convention (a “C” in
column one). All of these could have been expressed at considerable cost In
the readability of the definition; we consider the price to be excessive and
have therefore elided such details.

It should also be noted that there are two types, DOUBLE PRECISION and
COMPLEX , in full Fortran which are not In the standard subset language. The
new standard [Fortran 76] defines a new type, CHARACTER , as one of the
basic types. The language is not altered significantly by the deletion of these
types from its core.

2.1.3.2 Semantics Comments

The basic view of a Fortran program Is as a collection of “program units”,
specifically a main program and a set of sub-programs. A program may be
compiled as a single compilation unit or in a series of unrelated compilations;
the language does not impose any constraints on the lexical or temporal
sequence of the compilations , and oniy insists that the output of such
compilations be available at the time a program is formed (e.g., linked) from its
program units. Each program unit (module) is self-contained. Thus all variable
names and statement labels are local to each module, and may not be
referenced by any other module.

The assignment statement permits the result of an expression to be
assigned to a variable or array element (generically referred to in the standard
as at, “entity”). All numeric results will be converted to the type of the entity
to which the result Is assigned. A logical result cannot be converted to a
numeric result.

A GOTO statement may transfer control to almost any statement label In the
module. Specific qualifications apply to Inactive DO-loops and extended DO-
ranges (where the text of the loop body is outside the range of the DO
statement, e.g. [Fortran 66] section 7.1.2.8.2). A GOTO may not transfer

____________________________________ - 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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control to any statement not in the module.4

The iF statement conditionally executes a single statement on the same line
as the IF. it the boolean condition is false, control passes directly to the next
executable statement in the program. Thus, the character of the IF is that
either it executes one statement or it does nothing. 

—

Fortran has a single iteration control construct , the DO-statement. The body
of the DO-statement Is delimited by a statement whose label is given iii the

DO-statement. Thus, the body of a DO-loop is (usually) contained entirely
between the DO-statement and the statement whose label it mentions. (The
notable exception, which has already been mentioned, is the “extended range”
in which the statements that are logically part of the loop are located
physically outside it.)

The SUBROUTINE declaration and CALL statements allow one program unit to
invoke anti to pass arguments to anot .er. The CALL statement causes the
arguments “to become associated” ([Fortran 76] section 1 5.6.2.2) with the
formal (dummy) arguments of the SUBROUTINE declaration. This is usually

accomplished by either call-by-reference or call-by-value-result.5 The

specific means by which this association is to be established and maintained
are not explicitly stated, but a number of restrictions in the language are
intended to permit various implementations of the parameter association to

Note that it is possible to use cer tain fac i l i t ies not in the core language, specifically the ASSIGN
statement and the assigned GOTO to defeat this restriction. This technique is specifically prohibited by the
proposed standard (Fortran 76] in section 15.9.4.

Here and in the sequel we shall refer to four parameter-passin g mechanisms: call-by- value, call-by-
result , call-by~vatue-resuIl ,and call-by-reference. When a parameter is passed by value, the formal
paramator is treated as data lc,cal to the called procedur e (subroutine) which is initialized to the current
value of the actual parameter. When a parameter is passed by result , the formal parameter is treated as
data local to the called procedure; upon coirpletion of the procedure call, the final value ottthis local
variable is assigned to the actual parameter. When a parameter iS passed by value-result , both this
,n,t,ati~ation and final assignment tal~e place. Whon a parameter is passed by reference the address of the
actual parameter is passed to the pcoceclise, thus both accesses and assigrwnents in the procedure have an
immodialo effect on the actual parameter.

: ...
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behave In a consistent manner. Unfortunately, these cannot be enforced by
the compiler (c.f., [Fortran 76] section 15.9.3.5; [Fortran 66] section 8.4.2).

A particular feature of the Fortran-parameter association mechanism is that
there is no type-checking or conversion across sub-program calls. Thus , the
representation passed by the CALL statement is determined by the type of the
argument in the calling program unit, while the interpretation of the
representation in the called program unit is determined by the type of the
argument in the called unit.

The data type declarations allow the user to declare the type of a symbol
explicit ly; otherwise the type is determined by the initial letter of the symbol.
Except in subprograms , where the bounds of an array may be specified when It
is passed as a parameter , the bounds of an array are fixed at the time the
statement is compiled.

The COMMON declaration allows users to specify explicitly the organization
of storage relative to some base address. The actual address of the storage

segment is determined by a facilit y such as a linkage editor or loader, but all

COMMON segments w ith the same name will have the same base address. Note
that modules are not required to specify the variable names in COMMON itt the
same order , with the same names , or with the same types as any other module.
The interpretation of the COMMON segment by each module depends on order
and type of the COMMON definitions local to that module.

The basic purpose of the EQUIVALENCE statement is to specify storage
sharing, I.e., to allow logically disjoint sections of a program to share physically
identical memory, possibly with different mappings of type and structure. It
also permits a programmer to bypass the implicit type conversions and treat a
storage location as if It were any of the valid data types.

~
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2.1.3.3 An Example

SUBROUT INE AVGSAL (AGE , SALARY , LENGTH, AVERAG)
INTEGER AGE (LENGTH) I NU~1(2B)
REAL SALARY (LENGTH) , AVERAG (20)
00 1 IX— 1,20

NUll (I X) ..13
I. AVERAG (LX)~,B.B

00 2 I-1,LENGTH
IX=AGE (I)/5 +1
NUll (IX)..~NUt1(IX )+1

2 AVERAG (IX) uAVERAG (IX)+SALARY (I)
00 3 IX-1 ,20

3 IF (NUFI(IX) .NE. B) AVERAG UX) -AV ERAG(I)O /NUM(IX)
ENO

2.2. Jovial Core

During the past eighteen years Jovial has been implemented on a variety of

systems and in several versions. Here we describe a core for the Level I
subset of the J73 Jovial language [RADC 76]; this dialect was chosen because
it Is considerably cleaner than the J3 version [Air Force 76], yet does no
violence to the essence of the older versions that have dominated the use of
the language.

2,2.1 Jovial Core Philosophy

The nature of the Jovial language derives from two chief sources:

1. Roots in ~41gol—58: The basic structure of declarations , control
structure, and program syntax stem from the Influence of the early
Algol efforts. As one result, Jovial exhibits a block structure similar
to that of more modern languages.

2. ApplicatIon to Command and Control, Jovial has been used to
implement large modular command and control systems from its very
beginning. In response to the needs of this application domain, the
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type and, optionally, of at least a specific size (in bits for numbers and bytes
for character strings). The basic scalar types are signed integer, unsigned
Integer, bits, character string, and floating point. A facility for giving names to
Integers supports a weak form of enumerated type. Implicit type conversIons
take place with little restriction. The macro facility can be used to give
symbolic names to constants of any scalar type.

Tables of one or more entries can be declared. An entry in these tables can
be either a single item or a structure of several Items. Thus arrays of
heterogeneous groups of scalar items can be declared. In each table
declaration the programmer can specify dense, medium, or loose packing of
items, thus exercising some control over the space-time tradeoff.

The length -~jf each table must be specified at compile time. Allocation of
storage to data is of three forms: (1) RESERVE is permanent and static, (2) IN

Is local to a single Invocation of the declaring routine, and (3) BASED allocates
no storage, but uses an explicitly computed unsigned integer as the address

for each reference. RESERVE allocation is the default and allows preloading of
data. BASED allocation appears to be potentially error-prone, yet its skilled
use in conjunction with TABLE and DEFINE declarations allows flexible control
over storage structure.

2.2.2.3 Control Issues

Jovial control structures include the basic forms common in Algol-like
languages, IncludIng the If—then-el se , for , and while constructs , and a slightly
restricted goto.

The procedure call mechanism allows ITEM parameters to be passed by value
and/or result.8 The syntax for procedure declaration and call both make it
clear whether a given formal or actual parameter is passed by value, result , or
value-result. Tables are always passed by reference. Type checking of
actual parømoters is done only for ITEMs.

See the earlier footnote in the Fortran core definition for s description of these parameter mechanisms.

_ _ _ _ _  ~~~~~~~~~-- -~~~~~~~~~~ ~~—--~~~ - S- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~~~~~ 
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2.2.2.4 Other

Jovial Implementations must support separate compilation of modules. The
COMPOOL facility allows data , procedures, and definitions to be shared among
these modules. A COMPOOL is itself a separately compiled module that
declares the data, procedures, and definitIons to be shared by a system of
modules. Each using module invokes these declarations by means of a
COMPOOL directive.

Jovial also provides low-level control over data representation and
accessing. Representation of a table entry can be specified down to the level
of the word and bit. Similarly, BASED allocation of data allows the programmer
to map a template data description (for either an item or table entry) onto an
arbitrary address. Although potentially error-prone, these features allow the
Jovial programmer explicit access to physical locations that may be system- or
hardware-sensitive.

2.2.3 A Jovial Core Language

2.2.3.1 Syntax

declaration ::-
item-declarat ion

I TABLE table-name ( ~{nunther :}~ aamberJ~~] (N M
D)~ entry-s pecifseri 

+I STATUS stat as-list-name { V(stataa-constant ) 
~~ +

I PROC proc-name { ( input-parrn (: ouipu.t-parrrz, r ) ~~
statement;

I COMPOOL compeol-name ; {
declaration I BEGIN decLaration~ ; END );

- - - T . - ~~~~-
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statement ::—

statement- label : sta tem ent
I BEGIN statement~ END
I uariabLe,~ expression
I GOTO statement-name
I IF expression ; statement ( ELSE statement) *
I WHILE expressio n ; statement

FOR variabLe : control-clause ; statement
I proc-name act u4i1_parameter_List*

item-declaration ::= ITEM item-name Stem-description ( =  constant~ }*

item-descri ption ::~
C size-s pecifier *

I F mantSssa~spec5f5er* exponent_specifier *
I { S I U } size_ specifter * St at u.s—U st—na me*
I B size-s pecifi.er~

entry-specifier ::~
Stern-description { = constarit~}~

I BEGIN item-declaration~ END

contro l -clause ::= expression ( BY expression }* { WHILE expression) *

2.2.3.2 Semantics Comments

A software system written in Jovial consists of a series of modules. The
main program resides in a PROGRAM module. The other procedures are declared
In PROC modules. Definitions, including procedure headings, macros , and shared
variable names , are declared in COMPOOL modules. While each module may be
separately compiled, the COMPOOL facility allows the sharing of procedure
formal parameter specifications as well as procedure names and of shared
variable names and types as well as the names of blocks of shared data.

The ITEM declaration specifies the name , type , size , and preloacied value of
a scaler. The TABLE declaration makes use of the ITEM declaration syntax to

specify the name , type, size, and preloaded data of each field in a table entry.
In addition, it specifies a dimension list (bound at compile time) and the density
of packing of the fields. The STATUS list d eclaration associates a list of
symbolic status names with a range of Integers. These may be used to treat 

-
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an integer item as an Instance of an enumerated type, and the language
encourages the programmer to do so. The type of such an item remains S or U
(i.e., integer) and Integer notation and operations may be used at any time.

One unusual feature of the procedure de’.Jr9tion is the way it distinguishes
between value, result , and value-result for scalar format parameters. Any
scalar formal may appear once In the input parameter list, in which case it will
be passed by value. A scaler formal may also appear once in the output
parameter list, in which case it will be passed by result. Should a scaler formal
appear in both lists, it is called by value-result. Thus In the procedure heading:

PROC MUNGE ( AA , BB: AA , C C )

BB is passed by value, CC is passed by result , and AA is passed by value-
result. The syntax of the procedure call is similar and demands proper

spec if icat ion of the actual parameters. Thus in the procedure call:

MUNGE ( XX , VY : ZZ , XX );

VY is passed by value, ZZ is passed by result , and XX is passed by value-
result. This cont rol over parameter passing at both procedure declaration and
call is remarkably simple and flexible , yet almost unique. Surprisingly, it Is a

product of Algol-58 from wh~ h Jov ial was derived but has not been kept in
other languages.

The assignment statement is quite ordinary; it should be observed, however,
that implicit type conversions occur freely.

2.2.3.3 An Example

PROC AV GSALARY ( EACH’OATA , AV ERAGE , LENGTH ) ;
BEGIN
TABLE EACH ’OATA [1);

BEGIN
I TE~ AGE S; “THE AGE OF ONE PERSON
I TEII SALARY F: “AND HIS ANNUAL INCOME
END “EACH’DATA ”

—~~---~~~~ ~~~-~~~--- - - -— -- 
- -
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TABLE AVERAGE (20) F; “AVERAGE ANNUAL INCOME OF AGE GROUP”
ITEM LENGTH S; “NUMBER OF ENTRIES IN EACH’OATA ”
TA BLE NUll (20) F; “NUMBER OF ENTR IES IN AN AGE GROUP”
ITE M ENTRY S; “INDEX ES INTO EACH’OATA
ITEM SLOT S; “INDEXES INTO AVERAGE AND NUll”

FOR SLOT : B BY 1 WHILE SLOT<20; “CLEAR NUM AND AV ERAGE”
NUll (Si 1 , AVERAGE [SLOT] - 0.0;

FOR ENTRY:0 BY 1 WHIL E ENTRY<LENGTH ; “DEVELOP SUMS OF INCOME”
BEG I N
SLOT~AGE (ENTRY) /5;
AV ERAGE (SLOT) AVERAGE (SLOT) +SALARY [ENTRY) ;
NUll (SLOT) -NUll (SLOT) +1.0;
END

FOR SLOT:0 BY I WHILE SLOT<28; “USE SUMS TO BUILD AVERAGES”
IF NUll (SLOT) >0.0;

AVERAGE (SLOT) =AVERAGE [SLOT] /NUt1 (SLOT) ;
END

2.3. Cobo l Core

The design of Cobol was motivated by the need to write non-numeric file-
oriented programs. Such programs involve substantial amounts of externally
stored data; the programming problems are frequently dominated by the format-
sensitivity of this data. The original design philosophy explicitly considered the
issue of program compatil)ility and portability of data among machines. This led
directly to the explicit separation of the &gorithmic or procedural parts of a
program from the description of the data involved. Further, information about
the object machine was to be separated from both algorithm and data
definitions [Cobol 60, Cobol 74J.

2,3.1 Cobol Core Philosophy

Most programs in use today are written in Cobol; this is a tribute to the
language design, the importance of the Problem domain, and the standardization
and promotional efforts of the U.S. government.
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The language which has evolved from the original goals Is dominated by the
following characteristIcs.

1. Closeness to secondary storage, The Cobol programmer is in close
contact with secondary storage. Windows into externally stored
files are an Integral part of his program’s name space, and a
substantial part of the programming task is concerned with defining
the formats to be used for interpreting this data. The external files
are viewed as sequences of unit records of characters, and
Interpretations are imposed by defining complex field, array, and

record structures on the underlying character stream.

2. Similarity to English: The designers intended programs written in
Cobol to be readable by people without knowledge of the object
computer. They approached this goal by making the language
resemble English as much as possible.

3. Multiplicity of Specific Features, The language comprises a large
collection of individual features. Each of these either specifies some
Property of a data organization or operates on the data so defined.
The feature collection is large enough (36 verbs and 262 keywords)
to make the act of programming resemble selection from a me-flu of
features more than synthesis from a set of abstract primitive
operations.

4. Separation of concerns~ Infor mation related to algorithms, data

def in i t Ions , and machine characteristics is viewed as separate and
independent. The distinction is so strong that a top-level separation
is made in every program.

2.3.2 Cobol Core Language Criteria

2.3.2.1 Lexical and Syntactic Issues

A Cobol program is a sequence of statements , each begInning with a
keyword. Some statements are procedural, others are declarative, and some

declaration keywords are numeric , but the essential keyword-driven syntax
remains the same. The rules for assembly of Cobol statements into a program

~~~~~~~~~ -- ~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~ -~~~~~~- -~~~~~ - ~~~~~~~~~~~ —-- ~ - - -
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are so complex that they could well be called a “vertical syntax ”. Cobol
reference manuals are almost universally divided into two separate but
interwoven pieces: one describes the syntax of the various statements , and
the other describes the syntactic rules for combining them.

A Cobol statement is a verb followed by its operands or modifiers. A
sentence is one or more statements ter m inated by a period. Sentences can be
clustered into paragraphs, and paragraphs into sections. In divisions other
than the PROCEDURE DIVISION, the notions of sentence and paragraph are
vague. Within a statement , operands are separated by sequences of blanks
and keywords; the programmer may use commas and semicolons as visual cues
for the reader , but they will be ignored by t he compiler. The syntax for some
particular statement frequently requires noise words , whose presence is not
needed to parse the statement unambiguously but which make the statement
more readable to a layman. Thus , the Cobol statement

SORT X-FILE ON ASCEND I NG KEY PART-NO USING A-FILE GI VING
B-FILE.

could be reduced by removing the noisewords to

SORT X-F ILE ASCEND ING PART-NO A-FILE B-FILE.

without becoming uncompilable.

2.3.2.2 Data Issues

Cobol requires the programmer to spec ify both internal program data
organization and file data , using almost , but not quite the same mechanism for
1)0th. The essence of Cobol data declarations is the superposition of structure
on the underlying memory. File data declarations specify how the characters in
the file are to be grouped together into data items , while data declarations for
primary storage specify how the memory address space is to be organized into
variables, arrays, and such.

A Cobol elementary datum , called an item, is the smallest unit of declaration.
Cobol provides a set of item types, with variations , and the programmer may
combine elementary item types into bigger structures in any combination.
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However, the programmer cannot build a new Item type. The set of Item types
provided by the language (DISPLAY, COMPUTATION AL, etc.) Is designed to be
Implementable in terms of data types supported by the underlying hardware,
and there is a sufficiently rich and redundant collection of Item types that
widely varying hardware features can be used efficiently.

Cobol names are global to the entire program, but need not be globally

unique: procedure and data names are qualified, where necessary, by the name

of the section or data structure that contains them.

2.3.2.3 Control Issues

Cobol has two control constructs, GOTO and PERFORM. A GOTO Is not in any
way restricted as to destination. A PERFORM combines the functions of
Iteration and routine-âail, with the property that the scope of an Iteration Is
delimited by the PERFORM and not by any marks In the code being iterated.
(This is In fact why the language can afford to allow arbitrary GOTO

destinations, as there can be no interference with loop code). PERFORM
implements for-loops, while-loops, and combinations thereof.

2.3.3 A Cobol Core Language

2.3.3.1 Syntax

Cobol program ::
ENVIRONMENT DIVISION. environn t-d~vi-sion-bocly
DATA DIVISION. datc&-dwi.s&on-body
PROCEDURE DIVISION. pr oced e-düits&on-body

dc~ta-d4sAs~on-body ::~FILE SECTION. FD-paragrciph~ +WORKING-STORAGE SECTION. data-decto,ation-statenwnt .

FD-p ar agr aph ::-
FD fU e-name DATA RECORD IS - record-name.
01 record-name Ltem-descr&ption

data-decLaration -statern.nt ::-
01 data-name ~tem-descr~ption

$ 77 data-name .tem-descriptAon
I 88 data-name 88-ducr ~ption

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
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procedare-d~v~s~on-body ::~ { procedure-label SECTION. procedure-paragraph~ J 
+

procedure pa.ragraph ::~ procedure-LabeL paragraph-body

paragrap h-bod y ::~~

~ COMPUTE data-name — ari thmet~c-expr esstw
I ADD datum TO data-name
I SUBTRACT datum FROM data-name

MULTIPLY datum BY data-name
I DIVIDE datum INTO data-name
I PERFORM procedure-label (iteration~cLau.se}*
( MOVE data-name TO data-name
I IF condition THEN paragraph-body ELSE paragraph-body
I input-output statement
GOTO procedure-label I STOP RUN}*.

I EXIT.
COPY library-entry-name.

~IliL - ~~~~ - - - - ~~-~~~--~~- - - -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ---~- - -~ —~ - - -
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Stem-description ::— 
*attribute-descrip tion ,.

{lo.rger-leu.l- numbcr data-name Stein-descrip tion) ~
$ COPY library-. ntry-nam..

attr ibute-description ::—

PICTURE picture-string
I USAGE {COMPUTATIONAL I DISPLAY )
( V ALUE IS literal-constant

REDEFINES data-name
I OCCURS integer-constant TIMES

input-output statement ::—
OPEN { INPUT I OUTPUT } file-name ~

I CLOSE file-name ,~
I READ file-name ( AT END paragroph~body)~
I WRITE record-name

data-name ::— declared-identifier

datum ::— data-name ( Literal-constant.

condition ::— Bool.ean-expression I 88-level-data-name

88-description ::— VALUE IS literal-constant

Note that the syntax of Cobol, like that of Fortran, is format-sensitive; I.e., it
has spec if ic rules for the placement of a statement on a card image. It does
not seem productive to exhibit these requirements in the core; thus, the
definitions ignore them.

Also note that the environment-division-body is not defined because It
specifies highly machine-specific information; we feel that such detai ls are not
relevant to the core.

IL _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _  - 
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2.3.3.2 Semantics Comments

A Cobol program is divided Into a data-description part and a algorithm- —

description part. it is largely from this separation that Cobol derives its -

noteworthy portability. The ful l language spe~cification also contains an
identification division and an environment division; these were excluded from 

-

the core as not being essential to the central language characteristics. In —

particular , most of the functions of the environment division have been
subsumed by the operating system in modern implementations of Cobol.

Cobol contains, as a part of the data-declaration mechanism, the ability to -

specify implicit computations, i.e. operations performed indirectly as data is -

moved into a record. This unique feature helps to simplify the procedure
division by removing from it the complex , detailed coding that would otherwise
be required.

The character of Cobol hierarchical data description is difficult to capture in
the syntax. A good mental picture is to see it as a stepwise decomposition of
a data record, with each level specifying a more-detailed breakdown of the
data in the previous level. -

Note that the ADD , SUBTRACT , MULTIPLY, and DIVIDE verbs have the same
syntax, and store their result into the second argument; this construction leads
to the clumsy DIVIDE...INTO sequence. We have excluded from our core Cobol
the DIVIDE...BY sequence, which has the unusual property of storing into its
divisor: DIVIDE X BY V will set V to the quotient X/Y .

The COPY construct allows a programmer to include library data-definitions or -

code paragraphs in his program. This simplifies the sharing of tapes among
programs and supports common file-formats and algorithms.

_ _ _ _  ~~~~~~ - --~~~~- ~~~~~~ — 
- —
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2.3.3.3 An Example

In the following version of the example program we have excised certahi
machine-specific information. The program will not run without this information,
but it is no more pertinent to the language comparison than, for example, the
control commands used to run the program. To show where this information was
omitted we have inserted lines containing the string “<machine specific
information omitted>”.

ENV IRONMENT DIVISION.

<machine 8pecific information omitted>

DATA DIVISION.
FILE SECTION.
FO INPUT-DATA

DATA RECORD IS INPUT-RECORD,
<mach i ne specific information omitted>

01 INPUT-RECORD USAGE IS OISPLAY-7.
02 AGE PICTURE 33.
82 FILLER PICTURE X.
02 SALARY PICTURE 39899.

FO OUTPUT-DATA
DATA RECORD IS OUTPUT-RECORO,
<mach i ne specific information omitted>

81 OUTPUT-RECORD USAGE IS DISPLAY-7.
02 FILLER PICTURE X(132). 

- 

—

WORK ING-STORAGE SECTION.
01 OUTPUT-LINE.

02 AGE PICTURE Z9.
82 FILLER PICTURE X VALUE IS “— “,

02 AGE-UPPER-LIMIT PICTURE ZS.
02 FILLER PICTURE XXX VALUE IS “

02 SALARY PICTURE ZZP ZZ~.

0]. DATA-BUCKETS.
02 EACH-BUCKET OCCURS 28 TIMES.

03 NUMBER-OF-PEOPLE PICTURE 9999.
83 TOTAL-INCOME PICTURE 9993999.
83 AVERAGE-INCOME PICTURE 9999999. 

—------ - -  — - - —— ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ V
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01 SCRATCH-VARIABLES.
82 I PICTURE 99.
82 ACE-VALUE PICTURE 33.

77 BUCKET-LIMIT PICTURE 99 VALUE IS 20.
77 INPUT-OK PICTURE S VALUE IS 1.
77 INPUT-EOF PICTURE 9 VALUE IS 0.

01 GLOBAL-STATUS.
82 INPUT-FILE-FLAG PICTURE 9.
88 DONE-WITH-INPUT VALUE IS 0.

77 YEAR—SPAN PICTURE 99 VALUE IS 5.

PROCEDURE DI VISION.
MAIN SECTION.
START.

PERFORM INITIALIZATION.
PERFORM DATA-INPUT UNTIL DONE-WITH-INPUT.
PERFORM AVERAGING.
PERFORM DATA-OUTPUT.
PERFORM TERMINATION.
STOP RUN.

HOUSEKEEPING SECTION.
INITIALIZATION.

OPEN INPUT INPUT-DATA.
MOVE INPUT-OK TO INPUT-FILE-FLAG.
OPEN OUTPUT OUTPUT-DATA.
PERFORM ZERO-BUCKETS VARYING I FROM 2. BY 1 UNTIL I

GREATER THAN BUCKET—LIMIT.

TERMINATION.
CLOSE INPUT-DATA, OUTPUT-DATA.

ZERO-BUCKETS.
MOVE 8 TO NUIIBER-OF-PEOPLE (I), TOTAL-INCOME (I).

____ ~----- - ----~~~~~~- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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DATA-iNPUT SECTION.
READ-INPUT-DATA.

READ INPUT-DATA. *

MOVE !PP -E~~
GO T C — 

.

COMPUTE I .AGE OF I ~e I -~~~~~*. i

ADO 1 to NurmER -~~~~ -~~ .á-- . . -

ADO SALARY OF - 
- - 

- -

END-OF-INPUT-DATA.
EXIT.

COMPUTATIONS SECTION .
AVERAGING.

PERFORM AVERAGE - r~- , ~ wH~’
G$1E*TE~ 

‘n~~~it

AV ERAGE-BUCKET.
IF NUMBER-O~ -~EC~’. E 4 ~ 

- 4~~. 4

COFFUTE ~~~~~~~~~~~ ii
• ~~~~~~~~~

RESULT-DISPLAY SECT ON.
DATA-OUTPUT.

PERFORM OO-OUTP~~ ~~~~~~~ ‘ -~~~~~

•
~~~ BL~Kk -

DO-OUTPUT.
COMPUTE AGE-~vA ~ i~ - VE~~ 

-
~~~~~~~

MOV E AGE-VAUI TO AC~ 
) 

~ J~~ - ~
COMPUTE AGE -~ A~~~ .
MOV E AGE - VALIt A~~ ~~~~~~
MOVE AVERAGE - ~~~~ t:  T~ ~~~.

MOVE OUTPUT L I P~t TO aj Pa •-~~L~~
WRITE OUTPtJT-RE COR~

~~~~~~~ ~~
--

~~~~~~~~~~
-

~~~~~~~~~~~~
- -
— 
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2.4. Ironman Core

Identifying an lronman core presents a somewhat different task from the
previous definitions. We have complete language specifications and a body of
user experience for Fortran, Cobol, and Jovial , but for these languages we must
deduce the intentions of the designers from the legacy of features in the
languages. in contrast , for ironman we have an explic it statemen t of goals and
philosophy [Ironinan 77], but no language designed to meet those goals (nor ,
for that matter , do we have a guarantee that it is possible to design a language
to satisfy the goals). However, the general design criteria, together with
requirements for specific features, do yield an image which will probably be
preserved by any satisfactory candidate for the language.

2.4.1 lronman Core Philosophy

The attitudes which emerge are dominated by two practical considerations: —

1. The intended application to embedded systems leads to ( res t r ic ted)
generality and specif ic machine-relevant considerations.

2. The importance of maintainability leads to a spirit of clarity,
simplicity, and understandability.

The dominant characteristics of the lronman language seem to be:

1. SimplicIty of languages This is explicit in the goals, and it is
supported by lexical, syntactic, and semantic considerations in the
specific requirements. The simplicity of the language is intended to
arise from the similarity of related constructs , and from uniform
assumptions about the interpretation of program statements. The
simplicity is further supported by a number of requirements for
compile-time checking.

2. Rich data struc turing~ Data structuring facilities include not only
scalar values and structures which are aggregates of scalars , but
also complex record structures and mechanisms for defining
application-specific data organizations.

V -
~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ —~ —---- - - .  --
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3, Programmer-defIned types. A powerful abstraction facility is
Intended to allow definitions of data structures and related
operations to be encapsulated and protected. Abstractions defined
by this mechanism are to have same status as the primitive data
abstractions (types) of the languages.

4, ~4ccess to underlying hardware. Explicit provisions are made for
providing access to all the features of the underlying hardware and
for interposing as little language overhead as possible. In this way
the programmer can obtain very detailed control over efficiency of
both code and data representations.

5. Conscious restraint, A number of facilities have been omitted and
the power of others has been restricted In order to retain leanness
and safety in the language. In addition, the requirements show
considerable sensitivity to the usability of the language.

We note that the view projected by the ironman requirements is not totally
self-consistent, and it may not be possible for any language to simultaneously
satisfy all the goals. In particular, there seems to be a conflict between a
desire for readability and safety on the one hand and detailed control over
access to the underlying hardware on the other.

2.4.2 lronman Core Language Criteria

We shall now address the ronman requirements along traditional lines and
show how they can be expected to lead to a language with the philosophy
described above. Each of the entries in ‘this sketch is supported by
references to specific requirement numbers in the lronman report [Ironman 77].

2.4.2.1 Lexical and Syntactic Issues

The general design criteria call for simple syntax buth explicitly (1E) and
implicitly, in support of maintainability (1C) and formal definability (1H). The
restriction to only the necessary generality (1A) also supports simplicity.

Specific lexical requirements include the ability to use a 64-character
alphabet (2A), no special interpretation of line boundaries (20), the ability to 

~~~~~~~~~~~~ _ _~~~~~~~~
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use mnemonic identifiers (2E), restriction of reserved words to be delimiters
(2F). and built -in numeric and string literals (2G ,2H).

The syntax is required to be regular and free-form (2B), and similar notations
are required to denote similar constructs (2D,4A). The regularity extends to
the use of expressions, which can appear wherever constants and variables of
similar type are allowed (40). Regularity is extended to programmer-defined
types (3C,4A); they must be treated on a par with the basic types. The
complexity of the language Is held down by the requirement that the built-in
control statements be of minimal number and complexity (6A). Defaults are
forbidden (1C ,5B,5E), as is extension of the lexical and syntactic structure of
the language (2C ,3-2A ,6A).

2.4.2.2 Data Issues

The data definition facil ities of Ironman are dominated by strong typing, rich
heterogeneous nonscalar structure , and provisions for programmer extension of
the type system. Access to the object machine is provided by tailoring the
primitive arithmetic types to the available precision, by allowing programmers to
specify object representations , and by providing a type extension mechanis m.
These facilities are motivated by concerns for maintainability (1C), eff ic iency
(1 D), and implementability (1 F).

Strong typing is supported by requiring compile-time type checking (3A ,13D),
requiring safe treatment of variant records (3-3H), and prohibiting implicit
conversions between typos (3B,3-1E,3-1H).9 The type philosophy is carried
into the rules for interpreting expressions; the syntax of expressions is
independent of operand type (4A) , and their types are determinable at compile
time (4B).

The requirements for r ich data structures are most apparent in section 3,
which requires the language to support heterogeneous composite types (3.3),

Note that the rule on implicit conversions may be in confl ict with a requirement for operation~ between
typos (3-5D); also , floating point precisions are not treated as distinct types (3-ic). However , mixed-mode
arithmet ic appears to be allowable under criterion 1C.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
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enumeration types Including Booleans (3.2.1), characters (3.2.2), and
programmer-defined enumerations (3-2A,3-2B), and sets of enumerations (3.4).
The composite types may be recu rsively defi ned (3-3A); new types shall
automatically have field accessing operations (3-3C,5F), value constructors
(3-3C), assignment (3-3C, 5F), and (for scalars) equality test (3-2A). Further,
arrays shall have built-In operations on contiguous subarrays (3-3E), the

F subscripts for arrays may be any enumerated type (3-3D), variants shall be
supported (3-3H), and assignment shall be permitted between records with the
same structure (3-3F). Types are not to be fully general; procedures,
functions, types, labels, statements, and exceptions shall not be treated as
types (50).

ironman will support programmer definition of data abstractions in a number of
ways. In addition to composing data definitions, it shall be possIble to define
new types (3C) and to abbreviate specification phrases (5G). Programmer-
defined types will, as far as possible, have the same status as built-in types
(3C,7A). This will not be entirely possible; for example, new literal values may
not be added (2B,2.2,3-2A), constants are not permitted for dynamically
allocated types (5A), and it is unlikely that the requirement for evaluating
constant expressions before execution time will be ImpJementabie (4E). The
new types may be defined by enumeration (3.2), or they may be encapsulated
with private data (3.5). In addition, types (as well as functions and
procedures) may be defined generically (120).

The requirements for numeric types reflect a concern for allowing good use
of the underlying hardware. Fixed-point arithmetic (3.1.2) is important in many
applications, and the implementation of floating-point arithmetic Is encouraged
to match the available machine precision (3-1C ,3-1D). The programmer may
control the physical representation of his data (1 1A), declare properties of the
object machine (11C), insert encapsulated machine code (liE), and write
programs whose behavior depends on the object hardware configuration.

2.4.2.3 Control Issues

lronman control is dominated by the philosophy on simplicity and restraint.
The design goals call for readability (1C), efficiency (10), avoidi ng of error-
prone features (1B), and formal deflnability (1H) lead to the choices of both 4

local and nonlocal control constructs and to the restrictions placed on the
features selected.

- ~~~~~ V~- V - - ~~~~ V~~~~~~~~~ - - V 
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The local control mechanisms comprise the usual nestable, structured
statements plus the goto (GA ,6B,GC ,6E,6G), Attention to safety is evidenced in
the restrictions on destinations of gotos (6G) and the protection of loop control
variables (6F). This concern fails, however , in the interaction of short circuit
evaluation for certain control structures (6D) with the possibility of side
effects (4C).

The nonlocal control mechanisms address functions and procedures (7),
parallel processing (9), and exception handling (10). Procedures and functions
may be invoked and defined recursively (78). They are constrained by
requirements on strong typing (7D,7G ,7H), parameter binding rules (71E,7F), and
aliasiug (71). In addition, functions may not use variables from the caller ’s
scope (7E); note that this does not completely preclude sid e effects (4C). A
number of facilities for parallel processing (9) and exception handling (10) are
required by the report , but few details are given. Since current software
engineering practice has not achieved consensus on these topics, we cannot
predict the form the features will take.

2.4.2.4 Other

The philosophy and design goals demand that the object machine be made
accessible to the programmer (1D,1F). The primary mechanisms for providing
this access are input-output (8A ,8B), a way to interrogate and interact with
the machine  configuration (8E,11C ,1 10), provisions for specifying timing
properties (9D,9E ,9F), control over the physical representation of data (1 1A),
and m achine language insertions (1 1E). The power of these mechanisms shall
be circumscribed in order to preserve machine independence (1G). The primary
techniques for enforcing these restrict;ons are various kinds of encapsulation
(1 1D ,1 1E).

2.4.3 Ambiguities and Conflicts

Some of the requirements appear to be either mutually contradictory or
substantially at variance with the language philosophy and general design
criteria. The suspect requirements Include those dealing with scope rules, the

notion of type, dynamically allocated variables, and the simultaneous
requirements for machine independence and detailed access to the object
machine.

__________________ ~~~~~~~~~~~
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Other requirements, such as those for parallel processing, exception
handling, time-space tradeoffs , and the complete integration of programmer-
defined types in the type structure, may or may not be possible to satisfy.

In other languages, extensions and modifications may compensate for
unevenness in the original desIgn. However, this escape mechanism is not
available to Ironman, which shall have no subsets or supersets (1 3C).

These issues are discussed in the sections below. In many cases , the
inconsistencies involve many sections of the report. Only the most significant
are mentioned here; the comprehensive web of supporting points is listed in
appendix A.

2.4.3.1 Scope Rules

Although it is clear that the designers intend to have a simple, safe scope
rule , the specific requirements are at least unclear and possibly incompatible.
Most of the statements In the report support the view of a nested, block-
structured language with Jexically static inheritance of names and other
restrictions intended to preclude side effects. However , this basic model may
not be compatible with the encapsulation mechanism (3-5B,3-5C,3-5D,6G), the

availability of own variables (3-5C,4C,TE ,1 1 E), dynamically aiiocatable
variables (3-3J), the exception mechanism (b c), explicit importation and
exportation of definitions (3-5C,12B), and embedded machine cod e (liE).

The most significant potential difficulty is that It may be possible to1defeat
the scope rules by passing information through hid den paths (3-
5C,1OC ,1 1E ,128), thereby circumventing the design criteria of readability,
maintainability, simplicity and rellabiiity. Such hidden paths can reasonably
arise through private data of encapsisiations (3-5C) and through explicit
importation and exportation of names between modules (1 28). If dynamically
allocated variables can be used to construct objects with shared substructure
(3.3.3) the resulting ch asing produces hidden paths. Both exceptions (b C)
and machine code (liE) may also permit communicat ing in non-nested ways.
Certainly these mechanisms may be used safely, and the name or data sharing
may be explicit and well-defined, but the policies which are being used in any
particular program can be much more complex than seems intended by the
philosophy.

- -~~~
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2.4.3.2 Types

Further difficulties may arise in determining when two variables or
expressions are of the same type and in treating programmer-defined types as
if they were primitive.

Strong type checking requires precise determination of the type of each
variable or expression. This is clearly Intended (iF,3A ,48,TG ,8C,12B), but it is
not clear exactly when two variables are of the same type. For example , the
descriptions of range, precIsion, and scale specifications suggest that these
specifications do not affect the types of variables (3-1C ,3-1F). However,
other requirements appear to discriminate on the basis of these specifications
(3-1H,3-3B,YG).

More generally, it is not clear whether two variables are of the same type
when the types used in their declaration are identical in name or only when
those type definitions have Identical (or even similar) structure. The first
position is consistent with the philosophy (1B,1F) and certain requirements
(313,3-3D,7H). The second is suggested by other requirements (3.2,3
2B,3.3,3-3F,3-3H,3-5A ,-1 18). In particular , it appears that partial record copies
may be required (3-3F). Dynamic substructure of dynamically allocated types
is simply inconsistent with other require ments (3-31). In addition, the type
structure can be violated under certain circumstances (3-5D,1 1 E).

A second set of unclear requirements concern the use of programmer-derined
types. The interaction of such definitions with scope requirements was
discussed above, but problems may also arise in the interaction with the type
structure. In particular , although any restrictions on defined types must apply
to all types (3C) and all restrictions must be enforceable I)y the compiler (1 F),
there may he problems with enforcing these standards for hlterais (2.2,3-2A),
compile-time evaluation of constant expressions (4E), and certain
“automatically-defined” operators (3-2A ,5F,7A)~

2.4.3.3 Dynamic Allocation

Ironman is required to support types whose elements are dynamically
allocated. This will require a feature-specific mechanism that Is unlike anything
else in the language (3-31). if , as suggested, these types are required by the

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
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applications and if they can be incorporated In the language tastefully, the
result may be consistent ( 1A ,1D). However , the distinction between these
types and composite types (3-31,5A) is at variance with the philosophy of
consistency (1 E, etc.); it produces a new kind of scope rule very different from
the dominant rule (3-3J), and the requirement implies a garbage-collected
allocation strategy which may be more general (less efficient) than necessary
for particular applicatIons (1A).

2.4.3.4 Parallel Processing and Exception Handling

As discussed in section 2.4.2.3, the requirements for parallel processing (9)
and exception handlIng (10) are qualitatively different from the remainder of
the report. There is more than one current proposal on how best to handle
each of the issues, and none has yet been recognized as dominant. In addition,
it is curious that “real time ” processing appears under the heading “parallel
processing” (9D,9E).

Even the statements of these requirements have a different flavor from the
rest of the report. The interactions between the specific requirements (9,10)

and the remainder of the report are only

1A: Embedded applications require real time control, self diagnostics,
and parallel processing.

1G: The requirement (9E) for a real time clock is at variance with 1G,
which demands that the language not dictate the character of the
ob lect machine.

3-1 A: Numeric overflows create exceptional conditions.

6G: The goto statement shall not transfer control out of parallel control
structures.

The requirements do, however , ask only for a safe, relatively well-understood
subset of the current proposals, hopefully this can be done in a manner which
will not interfere with future developments. It is not clear , however , whether
such a “safe” subset exists -- or, if it does, whether it Is adequate to cover
the envisioned need. Features such as exception handling may be integral to
the language design philosphy and may not be easy to “patch-on” later.
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2.4.3.5 Time-Space Tradeoffs

Ironman is required to permit the programmer to exercise control over time-
space tradeoffs. This is evidently to be accomplished in two ways:
automatically, by stating criteria to control which resources are to be optimized
(1 D, 11 F, 1 3A) and manually, by explicitly defining representations and policies
(8E , h A , 11B , liE).

“Automatic ” control may be achievable to the extent of allowing the
programmer to decide whether packed or unpacked representations are to be
used and whether the compiler should optimize the object code. However , we
see no way to provide a continuum of choices or arbitrary objective functions.

It Is clearly possible to permit “manual” control of the tradeoff. The facilities
I)rovlded for this purpose will probably be powerful enough to interfere with
other language goals, We mention some of the potential problem areas
elsewhere.

2,4.3.6 Hardware Access vs. Machine Independence

The fund amental tension between machine access and independence is
- captured in criterion I C: “The language shall strive for machine independence.

It shall not dictate the characteristics of object machines or operating
systems... There shall be a facility for specifying those portions of programs
that are dependent on the object machine configuration.,.”

The relevant requirements address issues ranging from the availab ility of
special features ( lA , 8A , 1OA) to facilities for using the hardware effectively
without special effort (10, 3-iC , 3-10, 11 A) to safety provisions (1 C, 8E, 11 C,
110, liE).

It seems reasonable to expect that the needs of embedded computer
applications can be satisfied only by providing an escape mechanism that
allows the programmer to interact with the individual properties of each
computer. In deed , it would he unwise to attempt to anticipate such individual
characteristics in a high-order-language design. The escape mechanism does,
however , require special attention to ensure its consistency with the remainder
of the language.

_ _ _ _  - - -k- -- - 
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Chapter 3
Comparisons of Core Languages

SectIon 1.2 outlined a number of dimensions along which languages can be
compared. In this chapter we perform those comparisons for the core
languages defined in Chapter 2. Note that the comparisons are directed at the
cores, not at the full languages.

3.1. Comparison of Philosoph ies

Language designers, we believe, make a number of fundamental philosophical
decisions whicL significantly affect the nature of the language they produce.
While these decisions are not always explicit (they may be the result of
historical or other contextual factors), they tend to have an enormous impact.
Thus, we shall begin our comparison by examining some of these issues for the
four languages in question.

The Issues we shall consider are:

1. The Designer ’s View of the Problem, The designer ’s image of the
nature of the problem domain is undoubtedly the most Important of all
influences on the language. The distinction between numeric
computations, data processing, and command—and-control is the most
obvious manifestation of this vi-aw, 1n addition, however, whether the
designers perceived solutions to problems as consisting of single
programs, sets of single programs, o large systems is a ma~~r cactor.

2. Selection vs. Synthesis: There is a spectrum of approaches to
providing “power” in a programming language. At one ‘ nd  of this
sp ectrum is the selection, or menu , approach: to anticipate ev~ ry
possible need in the form of specific features , thus making the
programming task one of simply selecting the right option for a given
problem. The other extreme of this spectrum is th€ synti~etic

approach: to supply a small set of basic mechanisms together with a 
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flexible means of composing them into larger units, thus making the
programming task one of construct ing the proper substructure in
which ultimately to state the solution to a problem.

3. The Degree of Permissiveness: Another important spectrum in
l anguage  design is the degree to which it enforces, encourages ,
permits , or prevents various programming practices. In software,
just as in other technologies , powerful tools are often dangerous,
Precisely the same language features which are touted as powerful
are often subject to misuse. The enforcement spectrum, then,
expresses the degree of permissiveness in the language relative to
the use of these powerful , but dangerous mechanisms. A given
language generally takes a stand at some point on this spectrum and
then must respond by either (1) impcsing restrictions on the power of
the language and then permitting controlled circumvention of its own
restrictions, or (2) providing powerful but dangerous features and
allowing conventions to be imposed on their use.

Not ~lI combinations of these philosophical positions make sense, nor are any
of the languages in quest ion completely consistent in their positions on these
issues. Nevertheless , observing the way the languages respond to these
questions provides insight into their actual use.

3.1.1 The Designer ’s View of the Problem Domain

The major questions here are the designer ’s image of the problem domain,
and the kinds of programs which are likely to provide solutions to problems in
that domain. As noted above the most obvious distinctions are the traditional
“scientific ” vs. “business”, etc. These simple distinctions, however , belie many

of the really important issues. Cobol , for example , is not influenced merely by
the tact that it is aimed at business data processing, but also by a 1 950-style
view of the nature of the solution to business data processing problems -- a
view that was dominated by manual and/or unit-record techniques.

Fortran: Fortran is, of course, dominated by its orientation to scientific ,
numeric computing. Even though it was one of the earliest h uh-level
programming languages, much of the early history of computers
revolved around just the kind of numeric computing that Fortran Is 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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designed to do. Thus the needs of this class of users was well
understood. The early definition of the language is manifest in other,
sometimes subtle ways, however. The most obvious is its quaint
syntax. A more subtle one is its extreme concern with efficiency; In
those early days, it must be remembered, most “large” users did not
believe that any higher-level language could replace assembly
language because the former were inherently too inefficIent.

Cobol: The experience with manual and unit-record approaches to
business data processing applicationsappears to pervade Cobol. The
most natural programs in Cobol are those which serially process a
sequence of Identical records, performing the same computation on
each record, and writing the results of that computation into another
series of records. Even the laudable goal of readability was, we
believe, influenced by this view of the nature of business - data
processing. In the manual and unit-record world a complex operation
is divided into a series of highly standardized steps of the type
described above; no individual step is very large. Within this context
the notion of readabilIty only applies to relatively small contexts --
and hence Cobol’s preoccupation with English-like style for the
individual “sentence ”.

Jovial: Command and control j roblems of the 1950’s, exemplified by the
SAGE effort, forced the development of large complex software
systems. These systems needed maintainability, reliability, and

efficbncy, and the Jovial language designers attempted to achieve
these goals by providing the programmer with tools for modular
system decomposition, sharing of data among modules, powerful and
flexible control constructs, and simple input-output schemes. The
technique of sharing via a COMmunications POOL, for example had
evolved prior to the design of Jovial. Similarly, the use of complex
tables of data on small machines of the 1950’s led to techniques of
packing data that had to be supported by any high-level language for
these systems. Finally, since these systems were written by
sophisticated programmers , a rich concise notation was preferred to
the loose English-like style of Cobol.

Ironman: The other three languages were initially defined in the second
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half of the 1 950’s; lronman, on the other hand, will be defined
twenty years later. Thus, both the specific application domain and a
great deal of cultural context differs, The notions of program
structuring, potentially dangerous language constructs, and software
engineering did not explicitly exist before the mid 1960’s. Thus
Ironman is responding to a range of concerns quite different from
those facing the designers of the other languages. These responses
can be seen in the restrictions on the goto, the restrictions on
aliasing (see section 3,2.1.3), and in the explicit inclusion of an
encapsulation mechanism.

3.1.2 Se ection vs. Synthesis

As noted earlier , the philosophical question here is whether to attempt to
provide one of every possible feature or to provide a basic set from which more
complex things can be created. It is interesting that the languages are
schizophrenic on this question; in particular they often seem to respond
differently to data and control issues.

Fortran: Fortran takes the menu approach to data; it provides a small
collection of scalar data types and N-dimensional arrays of these
scalar types. With respect to control, on the other hand , Fortran
takes a synthetic approach. The only “high-level” control constructs

are the DO and subroutine call; all others must be synthesized from
the IF and GOTO.

Cobol: Cobol’s data definition mechanism is essentially synthetic. It
differs from the modern view of type (or structure) composition,
however, in that it really only permits the description of a
hierarchical naming of a linear sequence of characters. The Cobol
attitudle toward operations is strongly menu-oriented; the language
m akes a serious attempt to provide a comprehensive set of verbs
and all possible options suitable for each verb. At the same time , the
language prevents user-extension of these options. Cobol’s attitude
toward control is, again , synthetic , with heavy use of the PERFORM
verb as the basis of the synthesis. Note, however , that the complex
options on many of the other verbs subsume effects that would
appear as explicit control statements in other languages.
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3. The degree to which the language permits or demands run-time
checks (e.g., of array subscripts).

4. The degree to which the language explicitly exposes the run-time
representation, for example the representation of arrays or the exit-
value of a loop index.

Fortran, Cobol, and Jov ial all tend to be permissive (albeit irs somewhat
different ways) while Iroriman, defined in a very different cultural context ,
tends to be more restrictive. COMMON and EQUIVA I.ENCE in Fortran both permit
explicit aliasing, for example. Although these features were originally intended
only to effectively utilize the scarce primary-memory resource, they are
extensively used to circumvent the type mechanism. Similarly, the based

tables in Jovial and REDEFINES in Cobol reflect a generally permissive attitude
with respect to accessing memory. The restrictive flavor of lronman is
exhibited by the requirement for strong type-checking and the intention to
prevent aliasing, although there are questions as to whether the present
language requirements actually do so.

The permissive attitude of the earlier languages can be traced largely to two
sources: (1) a less jaded attitude about what could be accomplished in
software , and (2) the fact that the smaller machines of that era required more
careful use just in order to get the job done. The second of these concerns is
still evident in lronman since some of the applications will run on very small
minicomputers or microcomputers; however , lronman avoids the most obvious
pitfalls by demanding that permissive constructs be used only in
encapsulations.

3.2. Programming in the Small

This set of comparisons deals only with language features of the cores and
with the impact  of these fea tures  on the construction of individual procedures
or small programs. The features addressed here affect the ease with which
algorithms and data structures can he described , they affect the programmer ’s
ability to construct “well structured programs”, and thus they affect the
legibility of the resulting code, They do not necessarily seriously impact the
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organization of large program systems (although there are some features which
Impact both).

3.2.1 Syntax Issues -

The grammar rules of a language affect the programmer ’s ability to read and
write the language fluently. it Is important for a programmer to be able to think
about the problem and algorithm; he should not waste energy worrying about
how to express the algorithm. Thus, the uniformity, expressiveness , clarity,
and size of the language are of major significance. If the language defInition Is
large, as those for Fortran and Cobol are, a programmer may not be able to
know the entire language and, as a result, may code in a private subianguage.
Abstraction mechanisms can also help readability in particular by focussing the
text on appropriate details.

3.2.1.1 Regularity of Grammar

The grammars of the languages under comparison have different degrees of
regula rity -- that is, they reuse definitions of substructure to a greater or
lesser extent,

Fortran: The syntax of Fortran is “flat” , with a relatively small list of
features and common rules for forming substatements. These rules
are not , however, uniformly applied; special restrictions apply, for
example, to the expressions that may appear as subscripts
((Fortran 66] 5.1.3.2). (Interestingly, most of these restrictions are
relaxed by most compilers even though they still appear in the
standard.)

Cobol: Cobol is defined in terms of a set of individual features; each
feature is tailored to its own task and has a syntax appropriate to
that task. Thus each verb has its own grammar , and the rules are

not uniform across features. There are, however, some common
concepts (such as “sentence”) that crop up periodically.

Jovial: The Jovial language is explicitly defined in terms of a recursive
grammar. This leads to a higher degree of uniformity. The format of
the ITEM declaration, for example, Is also used to describe the fields 
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of table entries. Since some options of an ITEM declaration,
however, are not appropriate to a field description, the grammar  Is
slightly different.

Ironman: The requirements are quite explicit about syntactic uniformity:
for exam ple, it must he possible to write an expression anywhere
both a variable and a constant of the same type may appear.
However , there are exceptions; for example , the “short-circuit”
evaluation of boolean expressions in conditionals and iterations is not
necessarily identical to the full evaluation of booiean expressions
which is required elsewhere.

We have used the word “regularity ” where others have used “involution”,
“orthogonality”, and “symmetry ”. All of these words are intended to connote
the desirable property that the programmer need only learn a small number of
concepts that may tI-sen be used in any of a large number of contexts. It
seems clear that Fortran, Jovial, and Ironman form a spectrum of increasingly
regular syntax , and that within this spectrum , greater regularity is better.
Cobol, hoviever , is interesting in that it rejected the idea that uniformity is an
inherent “good” , and chose instead to adopt a specialized, “natural” syntax for
each of its constructs.

3.2.1.2 Readability and Intelligibility

A language is readable to the extent that the form and style of programs In
the language simplify the mechanical aspects of reading. A program is
intelligible to the extent that what is read can be understood. Generally a
program must he readable in order to be intelligible; the proper choice of
comments, mnemonic identifiers , consistent indentation, and so on all contribute
to the understandability of a progrm. These factors are under the control of
the programmer , not the language, and are usually more important than
language-dependent factors. Nevertheless, with this caveat we can make a
few remarks about the readability of the various languages.

Fortran: The “flatness ”, and especially the statement-per-line format of
Fortran programs , permits but does not encourage indentation or
other devices to aid t h e  visual impact of the program text. Numeric
statement labels prevent mnemonic labeling of parts of a program.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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The comment convention in Fortran (a line with a “C” in column 1)
prevents comments from appearing on the same line as program text;
this reduces the density of information and may interfere with clarity.
Both COMMON and EQUIVALENCE introduce the possibility of using
different names to refer to the same item of data. This may
significantly decrease the intelligibility of the text because a simple
(readable) statement could have unexpected effects unless the
programmer Is aware of possible aliases. The implicit type coercions
may decrease intelligibility because each implementation may choose
a different order for applying them.

Cobol: The designers of Cobol had a farsighted grasp of the great
importance of the readability of program text. Often, however , the

Pseudo-English prose style of Cobol hinders this goal as much as It
helps it. IndivIdual statements are easy to read, but the verbosity of
this style substantially (and often unnecessarily) increases program
size -- thus decreasing intelligibility. Both the use of 88-levels as
I)rediCates (or as enumerated types) and the data definition facility
emphasize the distinction between data and control, thus removing
unnecessary knowledge about the data representation from the
algorithms which deal with it. (However , a programmer may need a
cross-reference listing to find the definition sites of data items or
88-level predicates.) The implicit editing operations may cause an
innocent-looking data transfer to have unexpected side effects.
Although the programmer must be concerned with certain margins for
Placement of statements , within those margins the language is free-
form , and techniques such as indentation may be used to increase
the readability and intelligibility of the program text.

Jovial: Of the three existing languages being compared , Jovial comes

closest to the generally accepted notions of readable languages --
in particular its free-form input, unobtrusive comment convention and
a tradition of indented coding all contribute to readability. Several
aspects of Jovial, however , tend to detract from its readability.
Some of these are minor; for example, the fact that the separator
between the boolean expression and “then-part” of an IF is a
semicolon, rather than then or some other mnemonically significant
delimiter , may be confusing. Similarly, single letter symbols are used

- 
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(in ueclarntiuns) to d enote the type of ti-se variable being d eclared;
this both prohibits the use of s~içjle character identifiers and may
snake ti-se d eclarations cryptic. The use of DEFINE , a simple macro
definition facility , permits a programmer to have significant positive
or negative effects on both readability and intelligibility depending
upon the taste with which it is used. Properly used, macros scan
SUI)P~~ SS irrelevant detail and thus substantially improve readability;
misused they may obscure Important information and make a program
illegible.

Ironman: Readability is , of course, an explicit goal of the Ironm an
requirements. The d egree to which this goal will be achieved is not
known. However , the aesiçjners have a great deal more inform ation
at their disposal than (lid the designers of the three existing
languages. We expect that the goal can be achieved.

All of the languages except Fortran provide a mechan i~-m for (logically)
inc luding in format io n from a iibrary in the compilation process (COPY in Cobol ,
COMPOOL in Jovial, aini “IU)raries” in Ironman). All of these mechanisms create
the opportunity to hide irrelevant detail and thus increase the read ability of the
resulting program. But such mechanisms also create the opportunity to tuck
important information in obscure places -- thus d ecreasing intellig ibility. This,
like so many other language fea tures , cans-sot be judged in isolation; its
desirability depends upon intelligent use.

We recommend that the interested reader examine Weissman ’s study
[Weissmari73) of the effect of various factors that are commonly thought to
affect the intelligibility of programs , e.g., indentation , mnemonic identifiers , etc.
The overall impression given by this study is that intelligibility is affected less
by language features ti-san one might expect. Thus , again , we emphasize that
the above discussion must be tempered by the realities of its actual import.

3.2.1.3 Synonyms or Alias ing

The ability to generate synonyms, or aliases, will impact large program

L 

organization as well as local readability. Thus the following semarks also apply
to the concerns of section 3.3.1. If there are two or more naming paths
by which the same storage location can be add ressed simultaneously, we say
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that synonyms, or aliases, exist for that location. Most allasing arises In one of
the following ways: (1) a global variable is passed as a parameter to a
subroutine, so the subroutine can name the variable as both the formal
parameter and as the global itself , (2) the same variable name is passed to a
subroutine in two parameter positions, so the subroutine can name it with eIther
form al name, (3) the language supports a “reference”, or “pointer ” data type,
and two references to the same variable can be created, and (4) an explicit
“remapping” operation (or declaration) can appear in the language (e.g.,
EQUIVA LENCE in Fortran).

In some cases, the ability to create synonyms can increase the readability of
a program. Often, however, it can lead to subtle, but profound, interactions and
hence to obscure programs. The position of the four languages with respect to
aliasing are:

Fortran: The prim ary sources of aliasing in Fortran arise in connection
with COMMON and EQUiVALENCE, but the problem of passing the same
actual parameter in two argument position also exists. Although the
language standard appears to prohibit passing a variable in COMMON
as a parameter to a subroutine that modifies either the parameter or
its location in the COMMON region , we do not believe this can be
checked by a compiler. The ability, indeed the need, to use separate
COMMON declarations in each subroutine encourages aliasing --
although (safe) conventional practice is to use Identical decla rations

In each subroutine. The EQUIVALENCE declaration was initially
intended for overlays, but it has often been used to create alidses
which subvert the typing mechanism.

-Cobol: Although Cobol is largely immune to some forms of aliasing
because it has no parameter-passing mechanism, the RED EFINES

clause in a data description and the multiple-records feature for an
input file allow a programmer to explicitly set up an alias by declaring
different identifiers to represent the same storage. The Cobol
programmer is encouraged to use REDEFINES as a means of building
and processing mixed-record files, but he must be careful not to
forget that two reóords are aliased.

Jovial: Jovial has all the aliasing problems mentioned above: parameters
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can reference global variables, two non-scalar formal parameters
may reference the same actual, and based tables provide both the
effect of pointer-variables and arbitrary remapping.

lronman: The lronman requirements specifically prohibit features that
permit the creation of aliases. It is not clear , however, that  the
report is internally consistent on this issue; elsewhere in the report,
for example , Algol-like scope rules are required, and such rules lead
to aliasing of type (1) d isc ussed above. Thus, the intent appears to
be to prohibit aliasing, but the specifics of how this will be clone are
unclear.

It seems clear that completely unconstrained allasing is incompatible with
modern software engineering practice, am -sd it certainly precludes any possibility
of program verification. The practicalities of the situation are unclear ,
however. No language that prohibits all aUssing has yet been used to construct
a significant piece of software.

3.2.1.4 Abstraction Facilities

The readability of even sniall sections of program text is affected by the
kind and amount of detail exhibited in ti-se text. An abstraction mechanism Is
one which permits the programmer to define all the details of the
implementation of a conceptual entity in one, localized place. The most famil iar
abstraction mechanism is, of course , the subroutine. Subroutines, however,

~,rovlde only operational (ie., algorithmic) abstractions; modern programs also
requires d ata control abstractions.

Many of the topics discussed here affect large program organizations
(section 3.3.1.1), but they are also of significance in the present context.
All the languages provide procedures for control abstraction, but each provides
some other facilities:

Fortran: The SUBROUTINE is the only abstraction provided in Fortran;
there are no means for diet ining abstract data structures or control
structures. In some cases a stereotyped use of COMMON and
EQUIVALENCE may allow the programmer to mimic non-homogeneous
structures (records), but only at some risk of error. 
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Cobol: The only subroutine mechanism provided In standard Cobol is a
set of PERFORMed paragraphs; this mechanism Is quite weak,
however, since it does not admit parameterization. The definition of
data structures and 88-level definitions are powerful abstraction
tools since they remove specific formats and values from the
algorithmic portion of a program. in particular, the implicit editing
associated with a MOVE suppresses an enormous amount of
(irrelevant) detail.

Jc~ ~al: In addition to a more sophisticated procedure mechanism
(particularly with respect to parameter binding) and data structuring,
Jovial provides a macro-definition facility called DEFINE. The DEFINE
can be used In the most obvious way to construct in-line procedures;
in addition, however, it can be used to construct data ar.cJ control
abstractions. As with all macro mechanisms , It is possible to misuse
the facility and create obscure programs. By encapsulating DEFINES
in COMPOOLs, however , it is possible to achieve much the same
effect as with modern encapsulation mechanisms such as that
proposed for Ironman.

lronman: The report requires an explicit encapuslation mechanism to
support the definition of abstractions; it further requires that types
defined in this way have equal status with the built-in types of the
language. The report , on the other hand, does not require a macro
facility; this may represent a reaction to the undisciplined use of
macros In earlier languages. It remains to be seen whether the
encapsulation facility can replace all the legitimate use of macros In
earlier languages; in particular , we suspect that the lack of a facility
for defining control abstractions may be a serious omission which, at

this stage of technology, would be best supplied through a macro
mechanism.

3.2.2 Data Issues

Since the primary purpose of most programs is to transform data from one
form to another, the data types and organizations provided by the language —

have a profound effect on the resulting programs. The important aspects of a
language’s data structuring facilities include its view of data types~ the
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mechanisms for defining nonscalar struct ures, the degree of user control over
data organization and representation, and the interaction between types and
operations.

3.2.2.1 Language View of Type

The fundamental view of typing in a language emerges through the set of
primitive types provided and the degree of enforcement of type rules (that is,
the “strength” of type checking). We first compare the primitive types
provided by the core languages.

Fortran: Real, integer, logical.

Cobol: Decimal and character strings with formatting, binary
(computational- i), and various special usages (display,
computational-2)

Jovial: Character string, signed and unsigned integers, floating point, and
bits.

Ironman: At least real, integer, fi xed point, and logical.

TI-se extent of the influence these type selections have on the programmer is
Impacted by the degree to which type associations are enforced. That is,
languages that check type correspondences under all circumstances force the
programmer to be more attentive to his data than do those in which the type
declaration means little more than a comment. The impact of type checking is
also affected by the richness of the underlying type structure; if this is lean,
information that might be carried in the types may have to be encoded in data.
Enumerated types, for example , are superior to explicit Integer encoding, even
when they result in identical object code.

The strength of type checking is intimately related to the amount of coercion
(i.e., automatic type conversion) permitted by the language. Coercions occur
when the data to be used in some context has a type other than that explicitly
anticipated by the program text. PerformIng the conversion automatically can
serve as a convenience to the programmer , but it can also produce unexpected
effects without warning. Type checking can also be defeated through aliasing; 
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since allasing problems are discussed In section 3.2.1.3 we shall not repeat the
disc ussion here.

Fortran: Typing is weak , and can easily be circumvented. There is no
checking of the types of parameters across subroutine calls; both
COMMON and EQUIVALENCE explicitly permit aliasing of dissimilar
types to the same storage locations. The coercions between
operands of type REAL and type INTEGER are implicit and may lead to
unexpected results.

Cobol: The notion of type is a little fuzzy; the primary orientation is
clearly to a single scalar type (character representations in any of
several formats), but COMPUTATIONAL provides for various binary
representations. The notion of coercion is correspondingly fuzzy, but

certainly more central to the Cobol philosophy than the corresponding
concept in other languages. This is especially evident in the implicit
editing associated with data movement; a great deal of work is
accomplished by simply moving a field. in one format into one in
another format.

Jovial: The Jovial type mechanism is both richer (i.e., has more primitive
types) and stronger than that of Fortran. The consistency of actual
and formal parameters is checked on all subroutine (procedure) calls,
including separately compiled procedures linked through a COMPOOL.
Coercions are defined, however, and the BASED facility can be used
to subvert the type checking mechanism. Also, although the STATUS
declaration provides much of the power of enumerated types,
checking Is not provided. Finally, there is no explicit type definition
or encapsulation facility but these facilities can be simulated through
intelligent and disciplined use of DEFINE, STATUS, and COMPOOL.

lronman: The requirements demand strong typing with a rich set of
primitive types and structuring tools (arrays, records , references).
The programmer may also define new types which acquire the same
status as the primitive types. Coercions between types are
prohibited. Given all this, one presumes that the authors intend strict
typing, but there are exceptions. The report also calls for: (1)
assignment between any two records with corresponding structure

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ —
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even though they may not be the same conceptual type, and (2) an
implicit assignment for programmer-defined types even though it may
not be sensible for the conceptual type.

The sequence <Fortran, Jovial , Ironman> provides a series of increasingly
powerful type mechanisms. As in other things, Cobol is not directly comparable.

3.2.2.2 Nonscalar Data Organizations

in the previous section we addressed the primitive scalar data types
l)rovidied by the langu.a~J.3. These languages also I)rovide ways to compose
these into array or record structures which give the languages a major part of
their flavor. -

Fortran: The only aggegrate structure is the rectangular homogeneous
array of scaler elements. Neither records nor pointers are permitted,
so all non-array structures must be mod eled in terms of arrays.
Moreover, because there is no macro facility, the full detail of the
representation encoding must appear explicitly at each use site.

Cobol: The language provides arrays and records. The record structure
may be deeply nested, and parallel equivalencing of corresponding
substructre is available. There are no pointers (references),
however.

Jovial: Scalars may be composed into records, arrays, and arrays of
records (called TABLES). There are no explicit references (pointers),
hut unsigned integers may be used as addresses; this is an unsafe ,
but very powerful, substitute.

Ironman: The requirements call for homogeneous arrays , records, and

I)ointerS , and for these to be recursively definable -- thus, one may

have arrays of records which, in turn, contain records , and so on.
The requirements also specify recursively-definable structures
which , if achieved, will eliminate the need for pointers wherever
explicit sharing is not required.

_ _  ~ - --~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - 
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3.2.2.3 Definition and Representation of Data

A user may exercise control over data definitions at two levels: at the
language level by defining new abstractions and at the machine level by
controlling the low-level representation on the hardware.

At the high level, we must further distinguish between data organizations
provided by the language itself and facilities provided to the programmer for
application-specific structures. These might be as simple as enumerated types
or as complex as extensions to the basic type structure of the language.

Fortran: The programmer has no direct control over representation; the
only representation decision (that of arrays) is preempted by the
language. The fact tliat the representation of arrays Is explicitly
defined in the language permits the clever programmer to encode
other representations, but only at the price of having the mapping
function appear at each use.

Cobol: Although the record structure of Cobol is predominantly oriented
to processing character streams, it allows a quite explicit and very
rich choice of representations. The 88-level definitIons may be used
as both enumerated types and simple predicates.

Jovial: Jovial provides extensive control over representation, most

notably including BASED records for explicit address arithmetic.
Status lists provide a simple form of enumerated types.

Ironman: As noted earlier, lronman requires a complete facility for
programmer definition and use of encapsulated types. The ability to
embed machine code in an encapsulation presumably provides
arbitrarily fine-grained representation control.

Access to the underlying physical representation of data is also important. It
is of major concern to programmers who must interface with given constraInts,
either in time, space, or preexisting data representations.

Fortran: The physical layout of arrays Is part of the Ianguagc
specification. Although generally not considered an advantage,

_ _ _  
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knowledge of the representation of arrays both permits some coding
efficiencies and compensates for Fortran’s otherwise arid data
structuring.

Cobol: Secondary storage is an integral part of the programmer ’s world
view. its format can be explicitly encoded in the data division. File
and data formats , including exact field sizes, can be defined. Thus,
the programmer may explicitly specify much of the representation to
be used by the underlying hardware. Note that , although Cobol is
generally regarded as strongly machine-independent, this kind of

low-level control can cause intolerable inefficiencies on some
machines.

Jovial: Precision of numeric items can be specified in declarations , and
the locations of fields within a TABLE entry can be specified down to
the bit level in some forms of the TABLE declaration.

Ironman: TI-se language shall permit , but not require, programs to specify
the physical representation of data , which seems to imply that the
compiler is free to choose a representation unless specifically

• instructed to use some particular one.

3.2.2.4 InteractIon Between Data and Operations

The contemporary view of data types holds that types are characterized by
both a se~ ~ values and a set of operations on those values. Thus the kinds of
operatic ri a language provides on its primitive data and the consistency of
those jperations from one type to another strongly affect the tone of the
language. We must consider what kinds of operations are available, whether
they can be applied to aggregate structures or only to scalars , and the deg ree

to which they are implicitly invoked.

Fortran: The only operations are the scaler operations on the primitive
types. The only implicit operations are the integer-real coercions.
The only means of extending the set of operations is through
SUBROUTINES.

Cobol: Rich record-oriented operations are provided, and the effects of 
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Fortran: Only the simple one-way if and integer counting for are
provided. There are no compound statements or while loops. l 1

Cobol: Paragraphs and sections serve to construct compounds. The IF
allows grouping of statements at a level finer than the paragraph and
Provides a two-way alternative construct. The loop construct , based
on the PERFORM verb, allows iteration to be controlled by either or
both of condition-testing and indexing through a range.

Jovial: Algol-style compounds, if , and for are provided as well as a
while.

Ironman: All of the modern “well-structured” control constructs are
required by the report.

Despite the theoretical soundness of the arguments in favor of the “well-
structured” command set , certain practical situations (notably processing
(local) exceptions) are awkward to handle with those commands alone.
Therefore, In addition to the “well-structured” control set , all these languages
provide an explicit goto. However, the particular flavor of any goto is colored
by the possible destinations of the jump as determined, for example, by the
scope of the statement labels.

Fortran: Except for certain semantic restrictions concerning Inactive DO
loops which are difficult to enforce at compile time, a GOTO may
branch to any statement within the current program unit.

Jovial: Scope rules make it impossible to jump into an inner compound
statement or loop body except when the d estination label is
explicitly exported from its block. Jumps into inactive procedures
have undefined results.

A multi-way branch exists ,n the full languaçje but has been excluded from the core because of its
restricted power~ it can be composed from a sequence of IF.. .GOTO constructs and in itself provides no
more power or flexibility than this. The in~aet of the multi-way alternat ive is more protoursd it, languages
which permit nested synthetic structuraL

L  _
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Cobol: Any paragraph may be the destination of a goto, whether or not It
is part of an active loop. The language definition insures that all
transfers will work correctly and not interfere with any existing loop
state.

ironman: The goto is required , but an explicit list of restrictions
constrains It to the uses generally recognized as appropriate in
situations where well-structured control is awkward.

3.2.3.2 Nonlocal Control

In addition to the local control commands described above, all the Iar~guages

provide Inter-module control in the form of subroutine calls. Although these
constructs are primarily concerned with organizing the relations among groups
of programs , they also impact local programming. The inter-module issues are
discussed in section 3.3; here we focus on the local Issue.

The subroutine is the primary tool for defining (and isolating) abstractions in
most traditional languages; as such we have come to rely heavily on its
properties. The properties that are important local programming are: (1) how
the body is delimited, (2) parameter conventions and optIons, (3) and local
variable conventions and -options. Some of these topics are covered elsewhere
In this report, but we shall repeat them here briefly for reference.

The bodies of subroutines in the various languages are delimited as follows:

Fortran: The last statement is (must be) an END.

Cobol: A subroutine is not syntactically delimited at its definition.
Rather , at the call site the set of paragraphs comprisipg~tiio kody_az-a-----------—--—--
specified - in the ca (re~thi PERFORM). Note that this implIes that
the same paragraph may be executed in line or as part of several
different (conceptual) subroutines.

Jovial: The body of a PROCEDURE is a statement. Note, however, that a

statement can be either a compound or a block, so the body may In
fact be arbitrarily complex.

a - 
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Ironman: The requirements do not specify the syntax for a procedure
body, but we may presume that , like Jovial, It will be a statement.

The parameter conventions are:

Fortran: The implementor may use either call-by-value-result or call-by-
reference.

Cobol: There are no parameters to PERFORMed paragraphs.

Jovial: Call-by-value, call-by-result , and call-by-value result are
providled for scalars; TABLES are passed by reference only.

lronman: At least call-by-value, result , and value-result are required.

The facilities for local variables include:

Fortran: The scope of a local variable is the program unit in which it IS
declared. Its extent is that of the program unit’s activation.

Cobol: There are no (syntactially) local variables.

Jovial: Both dynamically allocated (IN) and statically allocated (RESERVE)
locals are available.

lronman: As in Jovial, both dynamically and statically allocated locals are
available. 

— -- -

~~~~~~~~~~Tt is clear that , of the existing languages , Jovial has the strongest subroutine
mechanism. The Cobol mechanism is so weak as to be almost non-existant.

3.2.4 Efficiency Concerns

Despite the fact that the need for “efficiency at all costs ” has diecreased

~s hardware has become loss expensive and faster , there are some ways , and

some applications, in which the efficiency of a language significantly affects
the way in which it is used. In particular , programmers will contort a program’s
organization in order to avoid constructs that are known to be inefficient;
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typically, for example, procedures (subroutines) are larger In PL/l programs
because programmers are aware of the overhead associated with callIng them.
Similarly, programmers will warp the organization of a program in order to use
those features that are known to be efficient -. as in the extensive use of
COMMON in Fortran programs.

The impact of efficiency concerns arises in both programming “In the small”
and “in the large”; we have placed the discussion here because it was the
first opportunity to do so. The reader should be aware that these remarks
actually apply in both contexts.

The first paragraph of this section used the phrase “the efficiency of a
language”; this phrase requires some explanation. The major factor in
determining the efficiency of a particular program is generally the proper
choice of data structure and algorithm for that program -- factors outside the
influence of the language. Usually the next most important factor is the quality
of the particular implementation of the language -- a factor beyond the control
of the language designer. In addition, however, the language design may
prevent highly efficient implementation. It is these factors that are of concern
in a language comparison, and even then they are of concern only to the
extent that they are likely to impact good program organization.

Designed in the late fift ies, when efficiency was a more pressing concern,
both Fortran and Jovial have known efficient implementations; both contain
features (e.g., COMMON and COMPOOL) and restrictions (e.g., on recursive
subroutines) that Permit efficiencies. Both also contain some features that
interfere with optimization techniques that were discovered since the time the
languages were defined. For example~iE~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

— - -

complicates global flow analysis and prevents some optimizations that might be
applied if the compiler knew which control construct were being synthesized.
Similarly, the possibility of a non-local GOTO in Jovial requires some extraneous
run-time overhead. However , these l oints are probably second-order effects.

The dominance of input-output in most Cobol applications tends to decrease
the emphasis on extremely efficient implementations; however, there is little in

the language that prevents such implementations. The feat ure-oriented nature
of the language, for example , permits the ambitious compiler-writer to apply a
great deal of special case knowledge to optimizing the most frequently used

________ 11 -
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constructs. In addition, Cobol affords the programmer considerable control over
the representation of his data (e.g., via USAGE).

Since lronman is not yet a language, it is d i f f icul t  to comment on its
efficiency. The requirements do call for a number of constructs that are
generally understood to be inefficient , but it is not clear that these will survive
to the language design stage. Moreover , the philosphy espoused by the report
recognizes the need for efficiency in the intended application domain, and it
explicitly warns against the inclusion of Inefficient constructs.

3.3. Programming in the Large

The languages we are concerned with in this report are used to write (the
components of) large programming systems. A language comparison must
therefore address the support they provide for problems that arise when
programs are thousands of lines long, when programs are in use for many years,
or when several programmers are involved in the design, Implementation, and
maintenance of a program system.

There are a number of software engineering methodologies for dealing with
large programs. They differ In details, but they share a common view: When a
project involves long times and several people, it must be possible to:

1. Decompose the task into subtasks which can be worked on
independently.

- - - ‘2~ ~~~ e11i~ëiesuita?it ~Th~ Ws lnto a~~b~~tGnt, operational whole.

3. Manage the requisite long-term maintenance and enhancement.

Support for the tasks of decomposition , assembly, and maintenance must be
provided in many ways, not just through the programming language. For
example, when more than a single person is involved In these activities a
number of management and coordination problems arise. A tool, e.g. a language,
cannot solve all of these problems, but it may facilitate their solution. Thus, In
this section we shall consider those aspects of the languages under
consideration that impact these issues.

—..• - • . —-- -
---— ~~~~~~~~~~
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3.3.1 Decomposition of the System

A system may be decomposed along natural lines in any of several
dimensions. Two obvious dimen8ions are functionally and data-oriented, but
there may be others and, of course, a single system may be decomposed along
more than one dimension simultaneously.

We will discuss each of these dimensions presently; whatever the nature of
- 

the decomposition, however, the resulting pieces must correspond to “work
assignments” [Parnas72). That is, the decomposition is not useful unless it
permits a portion of the original task to be performed by a person (or team) in
relative isolation. As we shall see, the major impact of language issues on
“programming in the large” is the degree to which a language permits or
encourages such Independence.

By a functional decomposition we mean one which emphasizes major
algorithmic components of the system. Often such components are temporally
related: First one component is applied to the data , then the next , and so on

until the task is complete. This is the traditional view of program decomposition
and is typified by elaborate and detailed specifications of the data structures
which form the “interface” between the functional subunits.

By a data-oriented decomposition we mean one which empflasizes the major
(abstract) data structures and the operations defined on them. This view of
decomposition is more modern and , although not proven on a large number of
systems, is gaining a great deal of favor. It is typified by careful , often

mathematical , specifications of the abstract data structures in terms of their
invariant properties and the operations which may be applied to them.

Since no practical decomposition is purely functional or purely data-oriented,
the Issues related to both become entwined in the following discussIon.

Languages can affect the ability to decompose a system into modules in two
important ways. We must first ask what kinds of modular decompositions are
supported by the language; that is, we must examine the facilities for defining
and using abstractions. We must then consider the extent to which they
ensure the actual independence of separate work assignments.

— —- - - • ~~~~~—-~~~ ~~~ - —~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ •—~~~~~ — - - • ~~~~ - - • - - - 
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3.3.1.1 Definition and Use of Abstractions

Abstraction is one of the most important tools of the modern software
engineer. The language designer’s choices about abstraction facilities have a
strong impact on the availability of functional or data-oriented abstraction.
This, in turn, determines which system designs (i.e., decompositions) are
practically teasable.

Almost all languages provide some methods for separating the definitions of
isolable concepts from the use of those concepts: at a bare minimum,
procedures will be available. We see in the core languages a range from simple
procedures to complex facilities for extending the type structure of the base
language.

Fortran: The solo isolable concept in Fortran is the abstract operation
described by a sub-program. There is no way to isolate the
definitions of data In a common location such that all program units
can share one definition. This is particularly noticeable in the need
to include the type and DIMENSION specifications (as well as
EQUIVALENCE declarations) independently in every program unit. The
language specifies no way to “encapsulate ” abstractions (e.g., in the
form of macros) that represent arbitrary syntactic forms. Thus, many
abstractions in data and control that are not captured in either
COMMON or sub-program declarations must be written out explicitly
in terms of the primitive data and operations at each usage.

Cobol: The physical representation of data can be defined in a single
def in i t ion , which can be copied into a source program with the COPY

• declaration. The operations on the data can be specified in
computation units of paragraphs or sections, which can also be
shared among many modules in a large system. However , because of

the need to pass pirameters to such operations through global
storage, the mechanism is weaker than that of Fortran. The ievel-88
predicates allow a weak form of enumerated type to be shared
across modules. Other abstractions that cannot be captured by the
data definitions, Ievel-88 predicates , or in paragraph bodies must be
explicitly defined in terms of the primitive data and operations at
each usage.

- ~.=~:~~~~~~~~~ — - --:---~ - ~~~
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Jovial: The physical representation of data can be defined in a COMPOOL
file by using based tables. The abstract operations can be defined
by including macros or procedure declarations in the COMPOOL. The
definitions of enumerated types (STATUS vetriables) can be shared in
the same way. Other “encapsulated” abstractions , such as macros
that expand into arbitrary syntactic forms In the language, are
communicated through COMPOOL In the DEFINE declaration.

lronman: Modern ideas about abstraction have significatly influenced the
lronman requirements. This is evident in both the general design
criteria and specific requirements for rich data structuring,
programmer-defined types, generic definitions, strong library support ,
and encapsulation.

3.3.1.2 Enforcement of independence

When a system is decomposed Into isolated tasks that are created as
independent work assignments , it is important that each programmer know hoiM
other program segments will depend on his. The most important term of support
is clear specification of the interface , but that is (at present) not a language
Issue. Some language facilities do support this independence, however. The
degree to which abstractions can be encapsulated (section 3.3.1.1) is
important , as is the ability to avoid aliasing (section 3.2.1.3). A third set of
features affect the programmer ’s ability to control when and by whom his data
may be accessed. These later features include scope and extent rules,
allocation policies, and declarations.

The scope, extent , and allocation rules for a variable determine the lifetime
of the variable and the portions of the program in which It can be accessed.
Scope and extent rules for a variable are usually, but not always , determined
by its declaration. Allocation rules are generally inflexible; at most a small
menu of allocation policies are available.

Fortran: Data names are local to a program unit. COMMON labels and
subrout ine names, and only those, are global to all program units.
Because of the ~Jat syntax, there is no intermediate scope between
these. Allocation is static, so the extent of a variable Is the lifetime

— .- 
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of the prograni)2 The EQUIVALENCE facility allows the user to
specify that logically separate data areas may physically overlap.
Implicit variable declarations allow new variables to be created
inconspicuously, and sometimes erroneously.

Cobol; All names are global to a program module , although some names
• (e.g., field names of structures) may be ambiguous if incompletely

qualified. A single level of hierarchy is available for procedure labels

• by the use of SECTION declarations; all paragraph names are local to
a section. The language specification explicitly states how the
compiler shall disambiguate data and paragraph names that are not
fully qualified. Allocation is static , although there are facilities (e.g.,
REDEFINES) that allow data areas to overlap.

Jovial: Most variable names obey the rules of simple nested block
structure. The COMPOOL facility provides nonlocal scope through
mutual agreement of the affected modules. Allocation for nested
blocks can be handled with a runtime stack , and the BA SED construct

allows an (unsafe) escape through which the programmer may define
a dynamic storage allocation mechanism.

Ironman: It is clear that block-structured scope rules are intended, but
• the report is confusing about some details (see section 2.4.3). Some

clauses require simple nested block structure , some require scope to
be lexically determined, and others require encapsulations to provide
protection and private data. Moreover , aliasing is prohibited. It is
unclear that these requirements can be satisfied simultaneously. A
runtime stack will suffice for all allocation except for d ynamic types
-- but it is not clear how complex the stack mechanism must be.
Dynamic types will require a heap with garbage collection.

12 Note, howover , that th. standards permit an implementation to perform dynam ic ellocation of name d

COMMON; see (For tran 76] sectionS 8.3.5 and 16.8.4 and (Fortran 66] section 10.2.5. 
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3.3.2 Assembly of a System from Components

The task of assemblIng a number of independent modules into a coherent ,
operational system Is usually regarded as a problem in integration and testing.
As such, it is supported primarily by nonlinguistic tools such as file librarians ,
linkers, debugging systems, and analysis packages. Although (as for

• decomposition) the language is not the dominant factor affect ing the task ,
some properties of the language may be of substantial hell) or hindrance.
These aspects of the language are concerned with the ways independently-
developed units can be coupled and with the safety of the assembly process.

In section 3.3.1 we discussed the ways a system can be separated into
independent subproblems. In that discussion we were concerned with the
log/cal separation of modules. However , if individuals or small teams are to
work independently, it Is extremely helpful to be able to separate the tasks
physically as well. The degree to which the language supports the
development of physically independent modules impacts t h e  integration process
and the testing style. The amount of support the language provides for making
sure that interface assumptions are observed is also important.

3.3.2,1 Physical Independence of Modules

The most common way to support physically independent module development
is to provide a means for independently comi)iilng the various modules of a
system. This provides a boundary for protection of data; it may facilitate
independ ent testing; and it may allow substantial savings in compilation time.

In order to establish a common context between separately-compiled
modules, particularly in a functiona l decomposition , i t  is necessary to
cori.municate both the structure and the location of the data that i~ being
shared. This context may he established by linking separate code segments
into a common address space, or it may be loosely coupled , with external data
serving to carry the common information. In sharing , t is at l eas t necessary to
communicate the location of the code , and perhaps other properties as well
(e.g., number and/or typos of the parameters).

Fortran: The structure of shared data is commun icated through COMMON
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declarations. The location of the data is communicated through the
link-edit process. The location of code is established by the link-edit
l rocess as well, but in general there is no attempt to assure that
Parameters correspond in type and number. Facilities for this
checking are not part of the Fortran language specification.

Cobol: The sharing of data is strongly affected by the view that
secondary storage is an integral part of a program ’s name space.
Data definitions provide the structure of the data; the COPY verb
simplifies maintenance of this information by allowing many programs
to extract data definitions from a common library. The location of
data in secondary storage is established by the environment division
or by the operating system command language. The flavor of the
data-sharing is dominated by the language ’s strongly serial world
view. Communication of data is usually done by sharing secondary
storage between separate programs rather than by sharing primary
storage between modules. This limits the grain of interaction of
program segments. There is no facility like explicit COMMON that
perm its separately compiled modules to share data in primary
memory. Code may be shared by using the COPY verb to Include
source code from a common library.

Jovial: COMPOOL provides many of the same facilities as Fortran
COMMON and Cobol COPY. In particular, the type of shared variables
and the type and number of formal parameters of shared procedures
is shared.

Ironman: There are requirements for libraries, sharing, and link-editing of
information. Encapsulated type definitions allow Information about
data and associated operations to be communicated implicitly through
the language ’s type structure.

3.3.2.2 Checking Module Linkages

The only form of module specification provided in current languages takes
the for m of type and number checking of external declarations and parameters.
External linkages were discussed in the previous section; we turn now to

• parameters.

~
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Parameter binding rules determine whether the actual parameter may be
used for Input or for output, whether it is reevaluated each time it Is us~ d, and
whether or not its value is dynamically updated d’v !ng procedure execution. In
addition, a language may or may not enforce type checking across procedure
calls, particularaly when separately compiled modules are involved.

Fortran: The language specifIcation is (intentionally) vague on whether
scalar parameters are called by reference or by value-result. The
distinction affects whether certain ahiasing problems arise. The
specification is quite explicit on how arrays shall be passed as
parameters (by reference) and furthermore states explicitly how
these are to be interpreted. In any case, the language is defined In
such a way that the type and number of the parameters passed to
an external module cannot be checked for validity. Furthermore , a
number of restrictions in the Fortran language standard (which ar ise
because of aliasing) cannot be checked by the compilers (e.g.,
[Fortran 76] section 1 5.9.3.5 or [Fortran 66] section 8.4.2). Thus,
large systems require careful documentation to assure that the
language restrictions are not inadvertently violated. The language
standard conspicuously does not specify what will happen if the
restrIctions are violated.

Cobol: The concept of externally-defined procedures Is not part of the
language 13 

. However, the PERFORM verb allows a paragraph or
group of paragraphs to be invoked as a subroutine. Since the data In
the program Is global to such a subroutine, a paragraph can
potentially access (and affect) all of it. Parameters to such
subroutines are necessarily communicated through global storage.

Jovial: A syntactic and semantic distinction is made between input and
output (scalar) parameters ; a parameter used both for input and
output must be mentioned twice. Tables are always passed by
reference. Type checking is firm, but can be circumvented.

13 Some corvwnon extensions to COBOL, which are neither part of the core nor part of the Iangua~e standard,
permit separately conWilod modutos to comrruticate via a subroutine CALL mechanism with explicit parameter
passing.

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ —~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Ironmari: Type checking is strong, but the definition of what constitutes
a type (with respect to parameters) is unclear, in any case, it
appears to be the intent that aliasing be prohibited. Input and output
parameters are distinguished. Input parameters act as constants
within a procedure invocation.

3.3.3 Maintenance and Enhancement

We have grouped together maintenance (repairing errors) and enhancement
(adding features or improving performanc e) because they involve similar
activites and are both done on “operational” systems. Experience, often bitter
experience, suggests that these activities are both costly and error-prone,
and hence deserve special attention in the design of the tools (e.g., languages)
used.

The most outstanding characteristic needed in a maintainable system Is
understandability. The person responsible for maintaining a system is usually
not one of Its original authors -- and even when it is, the interactions in large
system are usually subtle, complex, and easily forgotten. Thus the first
problem of maintenance is to (re)understand the existing code well enough to
design and implement the necessary changes.

Some aspects of understandability are discussed in the sections on
programming in the small , 3.2. However large programs introduce additional
problems. It is no longer the case that the definition and use of each variable
(or subroutine) will appear within a few pages of each other. One cannot
simply “fill) pages” to find how a variable was declared, whether It is ever used
in particular ways, or whether certain properties of it are assumed by the code.
Indeed the definition and uses of a variable (or subroutine) may not even be iii
the same module (or file), and responsibility for maintenance of the modules
may resIde with different people. Thus, while the ability to indent, to use
nicely-structured control constructs , and so on, are helpful for understandIng
local parts of the system, they do not address some of the essential properties
of large-system maintenance.

The previous paragraph emphasizes one aspect of maintaining large systems
-- the need to be able to locate relevant Information. The dual problem, which

• is even more important , is to hide irrelevant Information. ~1umans are not well
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Chapter 4
Conclusions - •

The purpose of this report was the comparison of four programming languages
to determine their appropriateness for use with current software engineering
methodologies. In chapter 1 we set forth a new technique for language
comparisons. This methodology involves identifying a core that captures the
characteristic properties of each of the languages, then couching the
comparisons in terms of these cores. Chapter 2 defines a core for each of the
four languages; chapter 3 discusses the way these core languages respond to
various methodological issues.

We shall now review this approach and summarize the important points in the
cores and the comparisons.

4.1. On Describ ing Languagos Through Cores

We developed the core approach to language comparison for much the same
reason that motivates us to ~evfr a abstractions for our programs. F~ilI
language definitions contain an enormous amount of detail; most of it, however,
is not significant for our goals. By concentrating on the essence of the 

- 
-

languages, we are able to focus on the properties that in fact influence the
way programs are written. It is these properties that should be compared to
satisfy our goals, and the suppression of other information eliminates many
dr tractions from the discussion. The resulting analysis is, we believe, more
pert inent to ths~ goal than a comprehensive comparison of details would have

‘.v “I• t i r ~’~~ •*~~, t ; r ~ U Ianguary .~ are all short -- the syntax
- s~~~~ loi.- , •- but ~hej  span the actual languages well.

‘i~ •$.~ tSt~ fr~~~ th. core anguages only slightly to write

~ ‘~ r ,r~~ m ,  ~~~~~~~ t~~ose dsv .at ion s were priinari y
- ~ - ~ t~fl~~~j t the comparisons. ~~ found
- - .‘ engs. q.e Pa t ~~ ,r itt ‘ nns argu ed
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This is not to say that any subset of a language which is complete, or almost

complete, can serve as a core for a study such as this. On the contrary,
defining a representative core requires substantial sensitivity to language
issues in general and to the languages under comparison in particuIa~. It is
easy, for example, to define a computationally complete subset of Fortran that
fails to capture the flavor and power of the language. Once a representative

• core has been defined, however, it sharpens the issues and leads to more
concrete comparison.14

4.2. Remarks on the Comparisons

The dimensions along which we compared the core languages were chosen to
emphasize our view of software engineering. We see three major interactions
between language design and software engineering practice. First, the
language designer ’s Implicit assumptions about programs and programming have
SUI)tle but important effects on the language and its usefulness as a tool.
Second, the language is the primary tool for actually writing the algorithms that
control computations. As such, its uniformity and expressive power has a
strong impact on the programmer at those times when he Is actually generating
code. This is programming in the small. Third, all significant systems are made
up of many components and the choice of language affects both the
decomposition of a system into components and the styles of communication
among those components. These considerations impact multi-person projects

-- that is, programming in the large.

4.3. Remarks on Languages

This report emphasizes comparison, not evaluation. A few evaluative remarks
are in order , however.

It is ,ntorest ,r ig to cona~der whothor tho coe approach could serve as a training tool or an organizat~onal

pr,n~ ,ple for a cotwse in lan~~aQe con~arison. We are enamoiied of the ides, bul it is inappropriCte to
p~tsue ‘I hef•.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _ _
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None of the three existing languages is ideal for modern methodology. We
feel strongly, therefore, that there is much to be gained by a well-thought-out
language design that meets (or exceeds) the Ironman requirements.

In the light of modern software engineering practice , we feel that the issues
of programming in the large are central. The COMPOOL mechanism of Jovial Is
the most useful tool provided by any of the three existing languages; it allows
sharing of definitions, procedures , and data , and this serves as a weak
encapsulation mechanism. The Cobol COPY mechanism shares many of these
virtues.

There seem to be no dimensions along which Fortran dominates the other
languages. Thus, although a strong Fortran implementation and good system
support may l)rOVide a pragmatic advantage over weaker implementations of
the other languages , Fortran seems to have no linguistic advantage.

Fi,ially, there is much still at stake in the lronman proposal. The proposed
requirements generally reflect what has been learned about programming
languages and software engineering over the past twenty years. Certain
ambiguities and contradIctions pointed out in this paper, however, indicate the
remaining danger that the gains of Ironman could fall well short of what is
possible.
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Appendix A
Some Anomalies in the Ironman Requirements

The discussions of ambiguities and inconsistencies in section 2.4.3 requIre
detailed documentation. In this appendix we paraphrase and summarize the
poInts In the Ironman report [lronman 77] that support the arguments in the
text. Note that we have done this only for the anomalies. The principles
discussed In sections 2.4.2.1 to 2.4.2.4 are supported consistently by the
report, and a sampling of the requirements should suffice.

A. 1. Scope Rules

The dominant philosophy calls for nested, block-structured scope rules, but
many requirements conflict with that position.

1A: The language is to be general only to the extent neces:~ary to
satisfy the requirements.

1 B: Error-prone features are to be avoided.

1 C: Readability and maintainability are to be emphasized.

1 D: The language shall aid production of efficient code and avoid
dIstributed overhead.

1E: The language shall be small and simple.

1 F: The language shall be composed from features that are understood
and Implementable.

3C: The scope of a type definition shall be determinable at translation
time.

3-3J: elements of dynamically allocated types- may be created at will
and must rema in allocated as long as they arO accessible. 

~~- - - - - - -— - - -~~~~~~~~ -~~~-.-~~~~~~~~ - - - -  
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3-5B: Encapsulation inhibits exportation of variable and operation
names of the implementation.

3-SC: Encapsulations may declare private variables; the scope of these
variables is the same as the scope of the encapsulation. It is not
clear whether such variables are to be defined once for each
encapsulatIon or once for each use of an encapsulation as a type.

3-5D: The scope rule for encapsulations must be violable.

4C: Few side effects In expressions are permitted.

SC: The intended scope of a declaration shall be determinable at
compile time. Scopes may be lexically embedded.

SC: Warnings shall be issued when a name is redefined, but functions
with d ifferent specifications are not the same.

6A: Local scopes shall be allowed in control statements.

6G; Some ideas about scope are implicit in the restrictions on the
destinations of gotos.

7C: Name inheritance is block-structured and static (lexical).

7E: Function calls may not alter either their parameters or (other)
variables in the caller ’s scope.

71: Procedure calls are restricted so that two parameters or an
inherited name and a parameter cannot be aliases for each other ,
either directly or indirectly.

BE: It shall be possible to override the normal control over logical and
physical resources. This presumably Includes allocation policies that
support block structure.

1 OC: The invocation of an exception causes a transfer of control whose
destination is unclear.

— --~~~~_________
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11 E: The safety of encapsulated machine code shall be maximized, but
machine code shall be permitted.

1 2B: Separately compiled segments shall explicitly export and import
shared definitions.

A.2. Types

A.2.1 Strong Type Checking

Strong typing is clearly intended, but the following statements appear in the
requIrements:

1 B: Error-prone features are to be avoided.

1 F: All language restrictions must be enforceable by the translator.

3A: The type of each expression or component of an expression shall
be determinable at compile time.

3B: Implicit type conversions are forbidden.

3C: New type definitions shall be allowed; they shall be processed
entirely at translation time.

3-iC: Explicit conversions between floating point precisions shall not
be required; in other words, the precision of a floating point number
does not affect its type.

3-iF: Similarly, the range of an Integer or fixed point variable does not
affect Its type.

3-1H: However, explicit scale conversions are required as necessary,
so the scale of a fixed point variable does affect its type.

3.2: It is not clear whether or not two enumerated types with the same
elements are of the same type.
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3-2B: A variable of an enumerated type may be restricted to a
subrange. It is not clear whether distinct subranges are distinct
types.

3.3: Similarly, it is riot clear whether or not two composite types with
the same structure are of the same type. -

3-36: Range , precision, and scale are all mentioned In the discussion of
component type specification.

3-3D: The number of dimensions of an array shall be fixed at compile
time, hut the range of array subscript values may be determined at
allocation time. In view of 3A, the exact range must not affect the
type of the array.

3-3F: Ass ignment shall be permitted between records with
corresponding components of identical name and type. Since
assignment cannot coerce types, such records must be of the same
type. It is not clear whc’th~ r this requirement applies if a subset of
the components correspond. The situat ion is further muddled by 3-
3G. which allows individual record components to be read-only.

3-3H: Var iant types are allowed it the variant is resolvable at con~pile
time. It is not cicar how the value of a variable can be converted
from one variant to another.

3-31: Dynamically allocated types with dynamic substructure are
allowed. They must he d stinguishab !e from other composite types.
It is clear that variables with dynamic substructure can violate
strong typing.

3-5k Type definitions may be encapsulated. It is not clear when, if
ever , two encapsulations define the same type.

3-SD: Opera~~ns suc h as type convers ion ~nay operate simultaneously
on more than c,te type. It is not clear whether the definitions of such
operations will appear to violate strong typing. 
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48: It shall be possible to determine the type of each expression at -

compile time.

4D: Expressions are allowed wherever variables and constants of the
same type are allowed.

58: Variables may be of any type.

50: Procedures, functions, types, labels, exceptions, and statements
are not types.

7G: Range, precision, and scale specifications are required for formal
parameters as part of the type-checking provisions.

7H: The number of dimensions for array parameters must be
deter minable at compile time, but the exact ranges may vary from
call to call.

8C: Input shaU be allowed only from files whose representation is known
at compile time.

11 B: More than one physical representation may be used for variables
of a single type.

11 E: Embedded machine code is allowed; it can clearly violate typing.

1 2B: Type checking shall be enforced across the boundaries of
separately compiled segments.

1 20: Generic type definitions are allowed.

A.2.2 Programmer-Defined Types

A second set of unclear requirements concern the use of programmer-defined
types.

1E: The language shall have uniform syntectic conventions.

1 F: All language restrictions shall be enforceable by the compiler. 
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2.2: Some literal values are built in.

3C: New type definitions are permitted. No restriction shall be imposed
on defined types unless it is imposed on all types.

3-2A: Liter&s of enumeration types shall be syntactically
distinguishable from other identifiers. It is not clear what this means.
Also, equality is automatically defined.

3-3A: It is not clear whether the composition rules for composite types
are limited to arrays and records. It is not clear whether recursive
definItIons are allowed.

3-5A: Encapsulated type definitions shall be allowed.

4E: Constant-valued expressions ~shaIl be evaluated before execution
time. It is not clear how to do this for programme r-defined types.

5F: Assignment and value access operators shall be automatically
defined for each variable. This implIes that programmer-defined
types must have those operators.

7A: Existing operators may be extended to new data types.

A.3. Timo/Spac e Tradeoffs

The lan guage has ambitious goals for programmer control of time/space
tradeoffs , but it is not clear they are achievable.

1 D: Users shaH be able to specify the time space tradeoffs in a
program. Constructs with unusually cheap or expensive
implementations should be easily recognized.

1 F: It should be possible to predict the interactions of features.

3-3G: Nonassignabte record components need not take data storage
space.

- — ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -—~~—- - --
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3.3.3: Dynamically allocated types are almost forced to undergo the
overhea~ of garbage collection.

78: Recursive procedures shall be permitted, but they may not increase
the execution costs of other constructs.

BE: It shall be possible to override the language’s resource-
management policies.

11 A: Programs may specify the physical representation of data.

ii B: More than one representation at a time may be used for a single
type.

11 E: Embedded machine code shall be allowed.

11 F: It shall be possible in programs to specify the optimization criteria
to be used. This shall include the ability to express preferences for
optimizing translation time, execution time, or runtime storage

requirements.

1 20: The compilation of generic definitons may share object code.

1 3A: The defining documentation might point out the relative efficiency
of alternative constructs. (But note 1E: the language should not
provide several notations for the same concept.)

1 30: Translators shall wath of the use of expensive constructs.

A.4. Hardware Access vs. Machine Independence

Ironman strives to provide both access to the underlying hardware and
Independence of specific implementation details.

1A: Applications require real time control, self diagnostics, input-output
to nonstandard devices, and file processing. -

____________ -
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1 C: Defaults shall be severely restr*ct .~

1D: Features should be ~mplemei-itable c ’

mach ines.

1G: The language shall strive f or macnan. In Iei r .. -

be a facility for specifying those p~’t,~.s’. . -

dependent on the object machine coii?9~~t~~

2A: All constructs shall be representat i. •n tr-.

subset.

3-iC: Floating point precision spec’f c•’o~s ~~~m -

minimum precision, and rounding o~ tvuncat~~
implemented precision.

3-iD: Floating point computations ma~~ se ~~~~~ ~~.- ~~~
— properties. Built-in operations sh&~ ~~~~~~~ a ~i*

accessible.

3-1E,3-1H: Integer and fixed-po int value’ a u -  - i . .. - -~

treated exactly as specified.

3-31: Dynamic types are intended prirnar,~~ to’ t t ~~~~ ~ ‘ . - - 
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embedded computer software.

BA: Low-level input/output operations absil a r t  ~~~~~~~~~~ _ ~~~~~~

files, channels , and devicos.

80: The language shall not require an opeu~ g 5v~~tøfl~ 4~~~’ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

definitions shall be independent of one if it exists

8E: A few low-level facilities shall expose p ,s c s  resource. i~ -
~~ ’ ~~

language-controlled management policies to be pre empt ea

90: Real time constraints shall be expressible and checKabs•

9E: There shall be a real time clock.
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1 OA: Exceptions to be processed Include hardware-dependent
conditions.

11 A: Programs may specify the physical representation of data.

11 C: The language shall require global constants to specify the object
machine configuration.

110: Programs may use machine-dependent facilities, but such usage

shall be permitted within conditional structures that discrim inate on
the machine facilities.

1 1 E: Escape to machine code shall in some cases be possible, but it

shall be encapsulated and implemented as safely as possible.

1 3A: It should be possible to predict program behavior from the
language definition.

13E: Machine independent parts of translators should be separate from
code generators.

1 3F: Restrictions imposed by translators should reflect real Ilmitiations
of object machines, not arbitrary decisions for convenience.
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RAX plans and conduct, r.s.arc h, •xploratory and advanced
d.v.lop a.nt progra in co—and, control, and cc unications
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compa tibility .
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